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TJ ORIGIN AND TECHNIUES OF TAPESTRY WEAVING 
iND ITS USE IN CONTE1&ORARY DESIGN 

CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

One of the first ways in which people of early clvi- 
lizations expressed their artistic feelings was through 

pictorial tapestry weaving. Long before the Christian er 
the tapestry technlue was known in both the Old and the 

New orid. 

Even in those early periods the tapestry technicue 
showed variations, variations still in use today. J to 

the twentieth century there have been no major changes In 

the tapestry technique, but the general appearance and use 

of the tapestries varied considerably throughout the ages. 
The technique bas been practiced by primitive people , by 

peasants, as weil as by royalty, and is becoi.Ing a very 

popular technique in the making of wall decoration for 
niodern interiors. In its conteiporary use a few new trends 
are noticeable; trends which may change the traditional 
tapestry structure. 

AS in early times the weaving of tapestries is still 
a handicraft, and this may be a major reason for th3 con- 

teiaporary popularity--it cou.ld be a revolt against the 

modern machine made products. 
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k-urpose of the Study 

The author has undertaken to study the origin of 

tapestry weaving and its development throughout the centur- 

ias. Special attention has been paid to the tapestry 

techniques as well as to the design motifs and the use of 

tapestries as these factors are influenced by one another. 

From the above mentioned study has been determined 

to what extent the traditional tapestry techniques are 

still used today, what the modern trends and technique 

changes are, which countries have had and still have the 

main influences on techniLjue changes, and whether contem- 

porary tapestry designers and weavers have been influenced 

by the earlier techniques and design motifs of tapestries. 

It is also hoped that the report will offer some 

ideas for contemporary tapestry design and techniques. 

Sorne satùples of tapestry weaving done by the author are 

included to shov the tapestry techniques and possible 

adaptations for contemporary use. 



CHAPTER II 

IN DEFINING TAPESThY WEAVING 

Drinit1on 

There is a tendency to use the term tapestry in 

rererrirìj to any large wall-hanging, wall decoration, 

furniture and cushion covering. The function the piece of 

fabric fulfills i therefore described, without consider- 

Ing the actual structuìe of the fabric or the techniçue 

used. In this way different embroideries, as well as 

brocaded fabrics are wrongly called testries. The 

actual difference, however, is to be ound in. the structure 

of the ivaterial. (6, p.1) 

The weaving technique is used in tapestry making. 

However, A. Varron, in an article In Ciba eview, described 

the teehnijue as being midway between weaving. and em- 

broidery, (91k, p.156) because more actual handwork is in- 

cor.orated than in real weaving. 

A tapestry is a simple fabric, woven by hand, in 

which the patterii is formed by the crosswise threads 

(wert). The weft threads are regularly over one length- 

wise thread (warp) anu under one as in plein weaves', but 

1There are exceptions such as tapestry twills, Scandinavian 
tapestry variations, and Soumak weaving, described later 
in this text. 
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the threads do not run rroni one selvage to the other as 

generally in weaving; each color Lliread is only woven back 
anci forth around the warp threads of the area where it is 

neeaea. (75, p.9) Dirferent techniques are usei to join 

two color areas and in a few exceptional cases floating 

threads on the wrong side will be present. The widely- 

spaced warp threads are coveru entirely by the waft 

threads (73, p.88) but two threads are never used together 

as one. (74, p.52) 

A contexWorary 1rench designer, Jean Lurcat, in de- 

fining tapestry, also mentioned size, and called a tapestry 

"a very large work of woven and coloured (sic) wools!. 

(57, p.2) According to him tapestries are not associated 

with slender proportions; tapestries 'must live and be 

seen on a grand scale--like a fresco". (57, p.3) 

Various needlework hangings in different embroidery 

techniques such as grospoint, petitpoint, and other canvas 

embroideries (7, p.395), and cross-stitch embroidery (73, 

p.88) are orten called tapestries, as well as the famous 

Bayeux tapestry2. (62, p.72-74) As clearly stated by 

2The Bayeux tapestry is in picture a representation of the 

conquest of ngland in 1066, embroidered by Queen Mathilde 
(as generally accepted), the wife ai' Villiam the Conqueror. 
It is more than seventy yards long and about eighteen 
inches wide and is embroidered on a linen background. 
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. Gordon Hunton, it must be borne in mind that 

in embroidery a pattern is produced by threads 
on a material already woven or netted; whereas 
in tapestry the material is made at the sanie 
time as the pattern is formed. In. tapestry 
the work covers every point, whereas in em- 
broidery the work is partly over the surface of 
the material employed. (42, p.3) 

Sorne kinds of canvas embroidery such as grospoint and patit- 

point are exceptions in that the entire surface is covered 

by embroidery stitches, but the work is done on previously 

woven canvas. 

Tapestry resembles brocading to a certain extent in 

appearance in that the waft threads do not run fron selvage 

to selvage. (74, p.52) The difference is that, in brocad- 

ing, the design thread is an additional thread, added to 

the background weft, while in tapestry the design thread, 

is the only wef t thread used in that area. (75, p.9) 

Contrary to brocade, the design for tapestry is the same 

on both sides, even if it is somewhat obscured on the 

wrong side by floating threads or loose ends. (74, p.52) 

In both cases the "design is an integral part of the 

fabrie', (13, p.3) but brocading is usually machine-made 

and thus a mechanical repetition of the sanie design. 

(62, p.xi) hile true tapestry is handwoven with 

individuality characteristic of all handmade articles, 

very seldom will a design repeat be an exact copy of the 



first. 

By way of swarnarïz1n, the definition cocriposed by 

Dr. Tunius 3. Bird3 provides a good overall picture: 
Tapestry, structurally, is a woven fabric, 
usually patterned, in which weft yarns of 
contrasting shades, colors, or textures are 
restricted to certain areas and do not pass 
froa one side selvage to the other. In this 
respect it differs distinctly from plain 
weaves although the iuovernent of the waft in 
relation to the warp is usually the sane as 
in plain weaves--regularly over one under one. 
Weft count is generally higher than the warp, 
sufieient to completely hide the warp. 
Exceptions with square count occur, so tapestry 
cannot be defined just on the basis of texture 
or of high wef t ratio. 
Changes in the way 01' living and in the interiors 

of modern homes and buildings brou:ht about certain changes 

in the appearance of tapestries in general, and in the 

technique of tapestry weaving. In contemporary tapestries 
there is a tendency not to cover the warp ooiipletely as 

in traditional tapestries, but to let both the warp and 

the waft serve as decorative elements. (99, vol. 17, 

p. 23) parts of the tapestry are often left open or are 

filled by soria kind of open work to serve as part of the 

3Bird, Dr, Junius B., Curator of' South American Arch- 
aeology at he American Museum of Natural History, 
New York. Personal letter, August 10, 1960. 



design. The conteniporary variations are niore completely 

discussed in Chapter .. Many contemporary weavers, how- 

ever, still use ths traditional taiestry technique. 

The Use o1 Tapestries 

ahile wall hangings are not necessarily tapestries, 

the converse is also true; al tapestries are not wall 

hengings. It vas, however, the iain use throughout the 

ages. AS early as the ancient gyptian and Greek periods, 

tapestries were used in the form or draperies on vulls or 

in the tents or wandering tribes, as partitions in the 

absence of interior walls, and also to protect alternately 

from sun an cold. (62, p.4) The medieval householder 

used it for sigilar purposes--to cover the bare stonework 

or the walls. (32, vol. 28, p.10) Because or the necessity 

to have removable insulation to be used in the winter and, 

if necessary, removed in summer, the closely woven tapestry 

developed. However, real tapestries were no the only 

fabric used ror this purpose. Up to the iddle ;ges all 

fabrics, used as draperies, were called tapestries. 

(62, p.4.) 

Tapestries were in general use, not only on the 

walls, but also as rugs on thu rough floors, as seat covers, 

table and chest covers, cushion covers, knee rugs, horse 

rus and saddle blankets, blankets, shawls, chair backs, and 



to cover shelvea to prevent dust from the open roof troni 

railing into the food. (37, p.3172 and 51, p. 2425-2428) 

Aiong the rich, tapestries became more than just 

tunctional fabrics. Their main use was as decoration to 
serve as background for tIie rich furniture in temples, 

palaces, and cathedrals (62, p. 4-19); as decoration for 

the pavillons that encircled th arenas; as street decora- 

tion durin' festivals; anti as precious gifts. (62, p.xl- 
xlv) 

The uses, mentioned above, were actually not the 
original uses of the tapestries. In the ancient Egyptian 

civilization, before th Christian ara, the tapestry 
techniçue was probably ussu In the making of garment 

decorations. The oldest tapestry example from the grave of 

Kinn Thotmosis, considered to have been made 1400 B.C., is 
u linen sheet with a multicolored pattern. (93, p.161) 

In the tiret centuries Ad). tapstfy decorations 

on garments were in general use, chiefly in the form of 

bands and medallions. This was true not only of the 

Egyptians, but also of the Peruvians. (20, vol. 12, 

p.38 and 5, vol. 12, p. 21-25) 

The tapestry technique was also used for the making 

of different garments and wrappings such as by the Tiingit 

Indians or Alaska in the Chilkat dance blanket and tua 

Chilkat sleeveless shirt. (25, vol. 8, p.66) Tapestry 



blankets and wrappings were, and still are, used in differ- 

snt parts of Northern and Central Africa (30, p. 7)8-760), 
and by tribes of the Anierican Indians. (54, p.3249-3253) 

Accessorias such as bags, belts, garters, and hair-cords 
are common among the American Indians, although they cre 

not necessarily Laade in the tapestry technique. (54, 

p.3251) 

The word "tapestry" is derived from the Irench word 

"tapis" which means "a carpet". (7, p.394) In certain 
areas the tapestry technique was, and still is used in the 

making of certain kinds or rus and carpis, for eap1e 
Persian tapestry rugs and Navajo rugs. 

Tapestries in their main use as 7Jall hangings, have 

changed considerably since the ancient periods and Midlo 

Ages. With the discovery of other ethoda of wall decori- 

tion, tapestry artists tried to modernize tapestries by 

imitating oil paintings of the great ìasters and by trying 

to create a three-dimensional effect. Nithout a personal 

style, na with no definite £uncton to fulfill, a decline 

in tapestry as an art followed4. (32, vol. 28, p.10) 

4This was not in the workmanship, only in the artistic 
value of the des1,n. 
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Today, however, new needs have arisen that ins2ire 

technique variations. A need í'or "an optical division o1 

Space in open floor plans" has brought about the d3velop- 

ment of wov.n fabrics suitable Ior modern interiors. (14, 
vol. 114, p.91) It is still in the eAerimentul staee, 

with many oonteioraxy weavers interested in deve1op1n a 

technique. Thus, in modern homes, tapestries serve as 

movable walls and doors, as insulation which is an iitÀporb- 

ant concern for modern sound effects, and to a certain 
extent. as insulation for heating. (99, vol. 17, p. 23-24) 

Jean Lurcat, a contemporary ireneh tapestry design- 
er whose designs are used in the stili active Aubusson 

factory, compares tapestries with pictures. His meaning is 
that a tapestry, because it.s position is more carefully 

worked out and considered ti the architect, is more 

permanent and or more 'architectural sipnificance' 

(57, p.4) than pictuies. Tapestry is stirring because 

one feels it S 'incorporated' in its seLt.ing and has a 

chosen place". (57, p.4) They are not meant to be framed; 

pli:ney is typical or tapestries. (62, p.'11) 

Taetry Looms 

With the exception oS' a few modifications, the 

basic tapestry teehnijue has not been changed for many 

o..ntur1ea (62, p.356) 2ccord1n Lo the method of ivorking, 
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tapestries are divided into "high-warp't (hautelisse) and 

"lowwarp't (bassolisse). These terras actually refer to 

the bonis used in the nianufacturing of the tapestry. 

The high-warp or vertical loom is th oldest type. 

It consists ot two wooden or cast-iron uprights which 

support two movable cylinders. The main design lines are 

generally traced on the warp. The weavin«. starts from the 

botton, each color is woven in separately, and several 
weavers can therefore work simultaneously. On an average 

a meieval high-warp weaver produced. twenty-eight sure 
centimetres a day. (62, p. 356-366) 

In variations of the high-warp loom, the warp 

threas can be regulated by means of cords hanging above 

the weaver's head--every second warp thread is alternately 

moved forward and back th ordor to introduce the design 

threads and to obtain the plain weave necessary for 

tapestry. (94, p.156) 

The weavers work from the wrong side. mirror is 

placed in the front 01 the tapestry to enable them to get 

an overall picture of the coapbeted right side. The 

design or cartoon (as lt is called) is generally placed 

behind the weavers. The finished part rolls up, and while 

working for several years on a large tapestry, the weavers 

actually never get a complete view of it. (94, p.157) 

The high-warp technique, called Flemish weaving in 
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Sweden, was generally used In Flanders5, then adopted by 

France and finally spread to other European countries such 

as England and Sweden. (97, p.17-18) The famous Gobelins 

factory in ranco always used the high-warp method. The 

simple upriht boni used by the early yptians, can be 

classified as high-warp. It was, however, much snialler 

than the looms used by the Gobelins, and, accordIng to 
early gyptIan paintings, the weaver sat In front of the 

loom, opposite to the practice of the Gobelins, where the 

weaving was done from the back. (31, p.6) EgyptIan weaving 

also commenced from the toA.. instead of from the bottom as 

the case of the Gobelins. (93, p.162) 

The low-warp or horizontal loom differs in many 

aspects from the high-warp. The warp is stretched hori- 

zontally and the threads are raised or lowered by means of 

treadles. The cartoon is fastened under the warp, and the 

work is also done from the wrong side. This method takes 
about one-third the time required for high-warp work, 

mainly because the weaver has both hands free to handle the 

weft. A disadvantage of the low-warp method is the 

difficulty to judge the result before the work is completed 

separate country in early Europe; now included in 
Netherlands, Belgium, and France. 
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and of the J.00u. Therefore low-mtrj is often described as 

a spiritless copying of the cartoon. (62, p.356-366) The 

naine low-warp was used since the sixteenth century, but the 

looms were actually used since the fourteenth century when 

the products viere still called treadle tapestries, refer- 

ring to the treadle attachment which regulated the warp 

yarns. (62, p .93) 

The low-warp is used in .Aubusson and Beauvais 

factories of France (62, p.364-365), in England, for 

certuin Swedish tapestries such as the Swedish "rlakan 

(31, p.11), and in many other countrIes. The majority of 

the contemporary weavers probably use the low-warp. 

It is very difficult to judge from the finished 

product 'that method has been used. Thc high-warp iaethod 

is generally preferred for very large tapestries. 

(94, p.157) 

Primitive looms, most of which can be considered 

as high-warp variations, we:e used by the early inhati- 
tants of Peru and Mexico, b the Tiingit Indians of 

\laska (the latter so primitive that it can hardly be 

called a loom), and are still In use among different 

tribes or the uierici Indians. They all work basically 

on the same principle. The loom usec. by the early tribes 

of Peru and Mexico, for exaiiple, was also called the 

baokstrap loom. The construction is described by llaoul 
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d'Harcourt as follows: 

The warp was set up between two pral1e1 
sticks, th enãs not bi1n attached to the 
stick thamselves but to a coarse string 
secured to the sticks at a number of points. 
One or the sticks was tied by two long cords 
to a stake or hurdle while the other was held 
in place in front of the weaver by e stout 
braided strap passed round her waist. 

The tension of the war wa thus easily adjusted. (20, 

vol. 12, p.9) 

There are various other primitive looms described. 

The loom still in use by the Navajo weavers consists of 

two posts, firmly set into the ground, with two cross 

pieces to which the warp-threads are tied. (54, p.3250) 

s in all ìriu1tive loomi, this 1ooi has no headle 

devices, ana. the weft is inserted after the weaver separ- 

te the warp threads by means of a stick. The method is 

ortan resrred to as 'Íiner weavjn". 



CHAPTER III 

TAPES ThY TECHNI QJJES 

Hatching 

15 

In eperinenting with color-shading in the tapestiy 

technique, a system of "hatching" or "hachure" was develop- 

ed in Flanders. These terms, which are used synonymously, 

are really descriptive of the technique, but are today 

more generally associated with the appearance 01' the 

tapestry piGee, such as the terme "impressionism" and 

"realism" which are used in art. 

The method is used where a gradual change oi color 
is desired because it serves to merge the colors rather 

than simply place them side by side. (94, p.158) The 

process is intricate; the weaver actually divides the 

detail into long and short lines, parallel to one another 

and at r1ht angles to the warp, to act as a dividing 

line between two colors in the design instead or making a 

distinct dividing line between the colors. This gives a 

soft line and the same effect as used in long-and-short 

stitch, an art needlework technique. 

The technique first appeared in about the thirteenth 
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century in Flanders and soon became widely imitated . It 

reached its height in the sixteenth century. H. . Kiewe 

claims: 

.....it is only in virtue of his use of 
hachure that the tapestry weaver achieves 
the characteristic "tapestry" effect, in 
contrast to the light and shade effect of 
a painting..... (48, i..2l-22) 

In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries te 
techniiue was abandoned in favor of imitation of oil 

paintings. In tuis way the reel tapestry effect was lost. 

In contemporary tapestries--for exaiaple those of the 

Aubusson factory and others--this technique is again in 

use. (48, p.21-22) 

Traditional Tapestry Techniques 

As defined, a tapestry is a hand-woven fabric in 

which the warp threads are placed relatively far apart 

and are covered conp1ete1y by the weft. The weave used 

is plain (tabby) weave, but the wert threads do not run 

from one selvag3 to the other; they form the design and 

aro used only in the area whare the particular color is 

needed, and they fit rather loosely around the warp 

threads. Technique varit1ons occur where two colors join. 

6Some experts say it was already used by the early 
Egyptians (Copta). They used a similar method. ilternat: 
shoots of linen end wool threads produced the same shaded 
effect. 
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For the warping, a strong thread such as linen is 
uesirable. Other threads, even woolen yarns, had been 

used in earlier periods. For the wert thread, wool is 
traditional and more orten used, but various other fibers 

had been used and are still used. For example, linen was 

used by the early igyptians; wool, linen, and cotton by the 

Copts (early igyptian Christians); cotton and wool by the 

early Feruvians, end silk by early Chinese weavers. 

(6, p.162) 

After the loom has been warped with . stron; thread, 

the weaver traces the outline of his design on the warp 

or fastens th cartoon at the back of the warp. Then he is 

ready to start with the actwl weaving. The weft threads 

are used in relative short len:ths and special tapestry 

shuttles are used to insert the wert threads. A tapestry 

shuttle is cone-shaped with a long, and relative sharp 

point in order to pick up the warp threads easily. The 

other end is in the form of a spool on which the welt 

threads are wound. (73, p.8) However, weavers often 

prefer the simple "butterfly'. It is e small skein, made 

in the forza of a fißure ei'ht around the thumb and little 
finger and tied in the center with the end of the yarn. 

It unwinds eaaily from the startin end and is used 

instead of a shuttle. (71, p. 166, 141) For traditional 

tapestries, the welt threads are regularly inserted over 



and under one warp thread, and when a full row or a row in 

a particular color area is corleted, a reed or tapestry 

fork is used to beat the weft back. The latter is a broad 

fork, with tines spaced to fit between the warp yarns. 

(7, p.399) 

Since the wef t threads do not co across the whole 

width of the fabric, it is usually neeosary to do soaie 

kind Of 1nterlockin where two colors join. The way in 

which this interlocking is doria usually deternliics the 

character of the tapestry, and tapestries are often classi- 

fied according to these techniques, although two or nora 

techniques frequently are used in th same piece. There 

are three basic techniques: 

In the rirat, the slit or 1ilim technique, the weft 

threads of adjoining oolor areas turn around the warp at 

the edge of the color area, lsav1n an opening in the weave 

(see HateltA). It there Is a straight, vertical line in 

the design, and this is done between the same warp threads 

for a distance, . slit is formed. These slits are often 

used to accentuate the pattern, for example in certain 

tapestry technl.ue rucas woven in the Neal fast. Often the 

two sides of a sait are later sewn together. If the 

design is such that very short silts form, they are not 

perceptible. (74, p.52-53) The two sides of the alita are 

sewn together by usln: a buttonhole stitch on the wrong 
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side of the tapestry, or, as for the French Gobelin method, 
an overcasting; stitch is used in such a way that small 

parallel stitches show on the ripht side. (7, p.4.01, 445) 

The name Kilim is probably derived from the oldest 

rug ieave of the Near ast. The finest rug of this type 

is the 'iehna Chi1een?, also known as Kelim, Killim 

Khilin, GlUm, Gileein, Ghlleem, and Chileen. (6, p.166) 

The diagonal slit technique is a version of the 

Kilim. The method is the same: the weft threads do not 

interlock, but they progress forward one warp thread on 

each following row. In this way no alita are formed. 

(6, p.166) (3ee k1ate riB) 

What Lila M. O'Neale referred to as "eccentric 

weaving", la ofteii used to fill up slits left by the 

Kilim method. It consists of a thx ' ead, usually in a 

contrastln color, woveiì in the direction of the slit to 

flU it uii or to serve as an additional pattern element. 

For example, this method was found in early Ä-eruviaxi 

tapestries, made befure the Christian era. (105, p.b9-90, 

163) It is illustrated in .late lIB. 

The second method is called dovetailing or the warp 

interlocking method. The weft of the two adjoining colors 

turn about a common warp or around two adjacent warp 

yarns (3ee Plate IA). This technique produces a serrated 
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edge, leaving no slit between the color areas, but a hard 

ridge c8n be relt. The method is also used on the 

diagonal. It was used by the Gobelins ractory, and is 

used by the Navajo weavers, often combined with waft 

interlocking--one technique on the one side and the other 

on the other sice of the rur. (7, p.401-402) 

Weft interlocking is a ti ird method. The threads 
oI_' two adjacent. colors interlock et the point where the7 

meet, leaving no slit. Interlocking. can be single, at 

alternate Inlays thus, or double where interlocking is done 

at each Inlay. (3ee Plate I, B and C) floth variations 
are commonly used in ;candinavIan weaving; the former is 
reversible and usually used for Norwegian r1akan or 

k1ae; the latter is non-reversible and used in $wedlsh 

rclakan. (18, p.186-191) Vleft interlocking, ioet1y 

single inter1ockin, is also used br Navajo weavers. 

(7, p.402) 

Sorne authorities consider the inlay technique as 

another basic technique or tapestry weavin2-. Contrary 

to true tapestry weaving a separate waft thread is used in 

the desin areas. This weft thread pesse regularly over 

two to four and under one to £OUI warp threads for a few 

consecutive rows--usually until a row of design squares is 
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rornied. Between each two of these rows, two rows of 

regular tapestry weaving is used, done with the actual 

weft thread. The method is described In Chapter VII. 

These are the basic techniues; many other 

variations exist as indionted In 1nte III. These vario- 

tions are iseussed later in this text. 



Idate I 

i. Dovetailing. 

$ingle Neft 
ii terlockiri 
(reversible) 

C. Double Weft 
interlocking 
(non-reversible) 
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Plate II 

A. Slit or Kilim. 

B. Bccentric Weaving. 
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CH.ATER IV 

THE GENERAL DEVELOPMßNT OI THE TAPESTRY INDTJSThY 

It has been dirficult to deterriine the coi.mtry 

where the tapestry technique originated; however it has 
been generally accepted that it was used rißinally in 
the ast. ar1y paintings and literary records have been 

the main sources of information in this respect. (93, 
.161) 

The oldest existing piece of woven tapestry was 

found in the tomb of Thotmosis in gypt, and authorities 
generally agreed that it was made about 1400 B.C. (93, 

p .161) 

From discoveries made in 1941-1943 in keru, 

archaeologists have learned that there were inhabitants 
8 

in the incon and 3upe regions in the first rnillennluni 

before Christ. They were not the first inhabitants of 

keru but they made textiles, among which tapestry decore- 

tions were found, although the actual period when the 

tapestries were made io uncertain. (105, p.3, 14, 86, 

163) Tapestry weaving in Ä-eru survived until the 

spelled Thutmose, Thotmes, Thoutinosis. 
i\n area stretching from 25 kilometers north of the port 
of Callao to 125 kIlometers north. 
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seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, however, European 

influences brought definite changes. (20, p.13) 

In the Near ast tapestries apparently were prothie- 

ed in many areas during, early times. kaby1on probably had 

the first rug-making industry in the Old Vorld. The oldest 

piece oÏ' this variation of the tapestry Lechnique was found 

in ruins of Eastern iurkestan; another, dated about 400 B.C., 

was found in Crimea . (6, p.154) 

Another important group, the Coptic tapestries, were 

made by the gyptian Christians during a period stretching 

from the second to Lhe ninth century A.D. These tapestries 
were found in the graves and were probably preserved from 

rotting because of the dry, sandy soil in those areas. 

(31, p.2) These tapestries reflect the intermingling of 

CUltuï'eS in those early periods, ïn that there are definite 

Hellenistie and Near East influences. (5, vol. 12, p.25- 

26) 

Slowly the art of tapestry making spread through 

Europe. One theory is that this type of weaving, which 

had been used in Egypt mainly, spread through Europe as 

the íohaxîmedan army conquered different countries. This 

explains how the weavers of iubusson started in 732 A.., 

however still on smell scale. (55, p.203-204) It was 

9Located on a peninsula on the north slue of the Black Eca. 
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shortly after Spain was conquered by the Arabs in 730 A.D. 

that tapestry making was practiced there. (5, vol. 26, 

p.255) The Spanish tapestry art showed a strong 

resemblance to the Coptic tapestries, mainly because both 

had a strong rab flavor. Among others, the Spaniards pro- 

duced fine tapestries in silk and gold. (85, vol. 26, 

p.255) 

In many European countries during the early Middle 

Ages, tapestry weaving probably was a household occupation, 

like that of the peasants of quite recent times in the 

Scandinavian countries. (86, p.3) People vere illiterate, 

and written records in this respect are raro, vague, 

scattered, and incomplete. 

The monasteries of Germany, The Netherlands, France, 

and England also produced tapestries during the early 

Middle Ages. (86, p.3) Monastic records showed documents 

referring to tapestry weaving since the ninth and tenth 

centuries, and remained in the hands of those ;eavers 

until late in the twelfth century. (85, vol. 26, p.255) 

This led to the forming of guilds and the later tapestry 

manutac tories. 

The Middle Ages, with the rise in chivalry, the 

increase of wealth, the building of big castles, and the 

emphasis on court life, brought the nobles who became the 



"patrons or the tapestry weavers'. (85, vol. 26, p.255) 

The workshops, now niostly independent of the church, were 

organized in guilds. ±aris was probably rirst t.o start 

with the organized guiLìs in the thirteenth century. 

(85, vol. 26, p.25) 

During the fourteenth century there were three imin 

taestry centers in 'urope: Arras (Flanders), Paris 
(France), and the lesser one in London. (86, p.3) Flemish 

weavers vere consiered the best and other countries 

welcomed Flemish emigrant weavers in their countries. 

The £1iteenth century was known as the Golden fge of 

tapestry weaving (62, p.116), with the high-warp manufactory 

of Arras as the leading tapestry center. The words Arras 

and tapestry were averi used synonymously. Durmn the 

second half of the fifteenth century there was a slow 

decline of the Arras factory. nuniber of weavers emirat- 

ed, arid other centers like Tournai and Brussels becwae 

important in the early sixteenth century. The latter 

"obtained a mastery which they held for over a centarytt. 

(86, p.3) 

In aris the tapestry industry was practically 

dead the first half of the fifteenth century, but the 

siteeiith century brought a renaissance in the art of 

tapestry making in I rance eavers arrived from the 

.Prras manufactories and some were also imported from 



The Netherlands. (86, p.3) 

Towards the end or the fifteenth century and e spec- 

ially in the sixteenth c'ntury Spain and Italy became 

known for tapestry weavinr. Ierrara, F1ornce, and Sienna 

were the important centers in Italy and aEiiigrants from the 

Arras factories settled there. (86, p.3 and 62, p.158) 

Germany had no 1are workshops and The ;wether1nds, Den- 

mark, and Sweden never had very important industries. In 

the 3candinavian countries tapestry we&vin was chiefly a 

domestic craft. (85, vol. 26, p.260) In the New or1d, 

the art of tapestry weaving spread froni Eeru to Central 

America and parts of North America, where primitive weav- 

ing was practiced afflong the different tribes of Indians. 

The seventeenth centuiy was Lportant in tapestry 
history. Great royal nianuÍactories were established in 

France nd England. Mortlake in England was established 

in 1619; in Irance the Gobelins was founded in 1662 arid 

Beauvais in 1663. The already existing. \ubusson and 

Tours in 1rance also became royal vorkshops. ±ranoe now 

ias unniistaTably leading as far as tapestry weaving was 

concerned. During, the seventeenth and eighteenth centur- 

jas magnificent tapesties were made on a large scala.. 

The French Revolution at the end of the eighteenth 

century, and unrest in general, brought about a decline 

in the art ol tapestry making in the royal workshops and 
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elsewhere. rugene Muntz described the situation as 

follows: 

On the one hand fashion, with its innovations 
and its inconsistency; and on the other, the 
loss of large tortunes, and th demand for 
oheapness, were the chief catises of a revolu- 
tion which led t nothing less than the dis- 
ap pearanee oV the art of the weever. 

(62, p.3) 

Oil jaintins then took the place of tapestries, and 

the eiforts of tapestry desiners to imitate oil paintings 

only hastened the decline or tapestry weevin as an art. 
Vandalia was general. In Milan young people et 

social rneetins, amused themselves by unravelling the 

tapestries which took their ancestors years to make. 

(62, 

In 1797 the market for tapestries in France was so 

dead that authorities decided it would pay better to burn 

the tapestries containing gold and silver threads, than to 

sell them, Many magnificent tapestries were destroyed in 

this way. (40, p.16) 

Since early in the twentieth century attempts have 

been made to revive the tapestry art. Jean Lurcat of 

France, followed by others, has been active since the 

1930's in this respect. The great French Tapestry Exhibi- 

tion or 1947 shows that there is already an impressive 

group of contemporary French tapestries. (85, vol. 26, 

p.259) 



COUMTRIt8 AND PERIODS OF I!ORTANOE IN THE 
DEVELOPMENT OF TUE TAPESTHY ThCHiIQtJE 

CHAPTER V 

EARLY CIVILIZATIONS 

Ancient I'gypt 

3]. 

A3 far as ta:pe8try weaving of the early period is 

concerned, Egyptian niethods and designs dornin&ted the 

Northern part of Africa, and sjread even to Europe. Rare 

exairip13s exist 01 tapestry decorations ìade since tuìe 

fifteenth century oefore Christ, but 3xanlples 01' tape$- 

tries cuide in the Christian era are rather nuiaerous. 

There are differences of opinion as to whether the 

real tapestry technïue was used in making the tapestry 

decorations in the period before he birth of Christ. 

Sorne authorities stated that the pieces were not woven, 

as in real tapeatries, but actually darned in, following 

an embroidery technique in applying the decoration on the 

linen background. (55, p.7 and 29, p.735) 

There is however no doubt that the real tapestry 

technijue was used in the products of the Egyptian 

Christians, generally known as the Copts. In the Coptic 

period the tapestry technique was also ivainly used as 

garment decoration. (55, p.91) The gar&ents were found 

in the graves of the Copts, and they were nade, according 

to authorities, since the second century in the Christian 
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era. .k?ieees made a late as the ninth century were also 

discovered. With the excejtion of one silk piece (an 

influence froxn the Near ast), iaost .piecoS were made of 

linen warp and. woolen wef t. (55, p.91) The silk piece 

which was made before the eighth century, is preserved 

in the Museum of the GobelIns. (31, p.2) 3Ince the sixth 
century series or larger scale tapestries were made as 

well. (5, vol. 12, p.10) 

The tunic tapestry decorations were either applied 

or Interwoven. The rest of the garment vas usually in a 

plain weave linen. Heavy woolen threa.s were then used 

for the decorative part, which gave an embroidered effect 

on the garment. The woolen weft was not carried from 

selvage to selvage, but only to form the decoration. This 

method is named "Inlaid weavin'. (55, p.90-92) The 

technique is practically the saíne as that used at the height 

of' the tapestry art in Europe in the fifteenth century. 

The methods used to join two color areas were mostly either 

the slit technique or diagonal dovetailing. (3ee 1ates 

lIA and IVC) hi1e the slits cìere usually left opon, some 

were 3ewn together. In some cases a technIque, ister known 
as "hatching", was used. Alternate shots of the natural 

color linen and of wool were used, which produced a shaded 

background. (5, p.8) 

Among early Egyptian weavings of 960 B.C., 300 B.C., 
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and ot the early Coptic period, rare examples or a tech- 

nique similar to the later Sownak and Snrjviv technijues 

of the Near bast and Jeandinavia, respectively, were round. 

The technique was more generally practiced in the latter 

areas and is described later in this text under Near rast 

tapestries. 

The inlay technique with its brocaded appearance, 

so conmionly used in the Scandinavian countries since the 

Middle gcs, can also be traced back to the Coptic period. 

Textiles showing. a strong resemblance to the later 

Dukagng, Halvkrabba, and Krabbasnr of Scandinavia, were 

probably made by the Copta in the period between the fifth 

nd the tenth centuries A.D. (97, p. 7, 31, 34, 35) These 

inlay techniques, not considered true tapestries, are 

described later under candinavian and Feusant tapestries, 

as they are typical or Scandinavian weaving. 

Information on Coptic looms is non-ex1stert, but 

there is little doubt that they were the same uprht types 

used by the earlier gyptians (8, p.31 and 31, p.6)--thus 

hi(i-'v.arp looms. 

Various geometrical designs, such as the swastika 

and the running scroll were used, as well as rather 

schematic animal and human figures. Characteristic were 

the portraits with large eyes and a shadow effect around 

the eyes. The artistic quality of the designs is 
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reiar1çab1e but a eneral decline is noticeable in examples 
of the period after the sixth century. (31, p.4) 

The linen warp yurns were used undyed. In the 

woolen weft the Copts used soliJ colors, probably from 

vegetable sources, cochineal, and indigo. About twelve 

colors were u8d, and seem very durable because no color 

changes are noticeable in comparing the two sides oi the 

tapestry. (31, p. 3, 7, 8) 

The Coptie tapestries, by some described as primi- 

tive, really have roMarkable aì'tistic quality and show 

outstanding workmanship. At present these tapestries are 

studie; oarsfully by weavers and in many oases act. as 

inspirat ion for cont mporary tape s tries. 

Ancient keru 

There are surprising similarities between ancient 

Peruvian and Coptic tapestries. They ,ere made about the 

same period of time, a1though the period of tapestry 
making in sru is more uncertain. rchaeoloists have 

found that as far back as 8000 B.C. , the hifher vai1ers 

were inhabited. (20, voi. 12, p.4) Coastal areas, more 

specilically the Supe and Ancon regions north of the 

tort of aï1ao, were estimated to be inhabited during the 

first millenniwn before the birth of Christ. Tapestry 

fragments were found in the sandy soil of the burial 
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grounds of these areas, but the actual date when these 

tapestries were made is uncertain. (105, p. 3, 14., 163) 

The main weaving period of the Peruvians wcs apparently 

only since the Inca 1inpire was founded, about 1000 A.D. 

(5, p.100) 

.1though the keruvians were cut off from the rest 

of the world, they used, as far as tapestries are concerned, 

basically the saine technic!ue. Like the gyptians, they 

also interwove pictorial tapestry decorations into their 

tunics. (55, p.101) 

They useã the basic tapestry techniue, rnot1y with 
Û 

cotton warp yarns anu woolen efts . Among others, the 

ILilim techniq.ue was practiced (105, p.89) and, te eliminate 

the forming of slits, various methods were used. In the 

£i.1.st place, practically every design showed a diagonal, 

and slightly terrazed line. This method still allowed 

slits to form, but they were sIa8ll and tnconspicuus. 

Another metiiod was to pass a Line weft thread every three 

to four rows from salvage to selvae. This thread was 

practically invisible, but kept the structure of the 

ratric firm. (20, vol. 12, p.13) Eccentric weaving (see 

.k-late I and IVA) was another method, used in rare cases. 

10The local cotton in the natural white and brown colors 
was used, and the wool of the llama, alpaca, and vicima 
of keru. 
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À separate yarn was used, not only to outline the motif 

(20, vol. 12, p.11), but also to fill up the slits left by 

the Kilini .uiethod, (105, p.89) This yarn wa drried In 

according to the direction of the slit, straight or dIaon- 
al, but often zigzag to cover a feiv weft yarns. The latter 
really resembles single waft interlocking, or dovetailing, 

according to the method used. See Flete IB and A. 

Tapestries, in which a loop-iakin technique was 

used to simulate for exajiple the fleece of an animal, were 

not uncomon. It is iiaou]. d'Harcourt's meaning that the 

loops were formed by wrapping the weft thread around a rod 

between every few warps, before reinsertiori in the wsrp. 

In this way the uncut pile, a Turkish towel effect, was 

forned. (20, vol. 12, p.13-15) 

To produce deoorstive patterns tfley often combined 

tapestry weaving with other types such as gauze weave. 

(20, vol. 12, p.13) This could have been the origin&1 

inspiration for contemporary tapestries In which an open 

weave is so often combined with the real tapestry weave. 

The backatrap loom, a high-warp type, described on 

page 11+, was used by the early Peruvians. The same loom 

is still used by certain tribes of South AericP, Central 

Aruerica and Nlexico. 

In their desi..;ns, birds, fishes, eats, and other 

animals, as well as human figures and varIous typical 



moti1s such as the e1onated S were generally used. The 

designs were .i1 stylized with the typical diagonal and 

terrazed outlines (55, p.102) to fci1itate the weaving 

technijue. 

As sources for dyes, vegetable material suoh as 

the bark of the pepper tree for yellow and iridio for 

blue, was used, as weil as other sources like cochineal 

£ot red ana black. Yarns in the natural color of the 

fiber, were used cosonly. (20, vol. 12, p.7-9) 

Peruvian tapestry weaving survived until the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centurie s, although European 

influences were noticeabl3 in the later period. (20, 

vol. 12, p.13) 
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Plate IV 

A. Eccentric Weaving 
Variation (resembling 
weft interlocking). 

B. Diagonal Slit. C. Diagonal 
Dove tailing 
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Plate V 

EARLY kERUVIAN TAPE3ThY ikGid'NTS, 
from the historio textile collection, 
Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oregon State College 
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Ancient Greece 

There is no dou:t that the tapestry technique was 

used among the ancient Greeks. It was used f':r the making 

or robes, wall coverins, rues, and decorations to be used 

in palaces, theatres, and temples. There is evidence that 

decorative tapestries were used in the i-arthenon. (62, 

p.20 and 93, p.16:3) 

Many literary recors as well as the picture on the 

famous vase oZ .tenelope, refer to rene1o1e's 1oom. 

(4.0, p.295-296) It was ari upright loom, the weavìn of 

which started from the top. T'eights were used to keep the 

warp straight (weighted warp). It is dated about 400 B.C. 

(93, p.162) 

oraan Empire 

Before Christ, Roman tapestries were only used in 

the temples of gods; but later they were also used in 

palaces and private dwellings. (57, p.30) The tapestries 

served the purpose of wall decorations in the place of 

paintings. There is also evidence that a reed, a shuttle, 

enelope was said to have been working daily on her 
picture tapestry, but unravelled it secretly each night 
because its completion would have forced her to keep her 
promise to choose from among her suitors a successor for 
her long-lost husband, U1ysss. 
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and a comb were used with the loom, thus all the basic 

essentials as used today. Generally a combination of 

woolen and gold thread was used. (62, p.30-34) 

Near fast 

The Near ast has always been famous for rugs and 

carpets, the technique varying from pile rugs to flat- 

surfaced rugs. The firste rug-making industry of the Near 

East probably was in Babylon. Heces found in areas near 

the Black Sea were made about 400 B.C. (6, p.154) s far 

as Is known, the earliest rugs were all flat-surfaced, and 

among others the tapestry technique was used. It is gener- 

ally accepted that the rugs which the ueen of Eheba pre- 

sented to ;olomon were tapestries. (6, p.151-152) In 

these early tapestry rugs the Kilirn weaving technique, 

described on pages 18 and 19, was used. (6, p.154-166) 

The East, the land of silk, had a noticeable mf lu- 

ence on tapestries. A group of pure silk tapestry carpets 

was made in 1ersie during the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries. The designs were two-dimensional in character; 

mainly a combination of floral vines and animals with no 

light or shade effect. (74, p.7-8) The contrasting shades 

and colors, sharpened by the typical dark outlines made 

them very effective. The warp was covered completely by 

the weft--thus a basic tapestry technique. Dovetalling 
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was used to join colors--by some authorities described as 

a variation on dovetailing because the black outline wef t 
was dovetailed over two warp threads between the two main 

color areas. It can be likened with the variation on the 

eccentric weaving used in Feru. p,79) 

Two examples 01' twill tapestry weaving done in 

Fersi3, exist. The wert thread goes over two or nora and 

under one or more warp threads, contrary to true tapestry 
whe'e the sejijer13e is always over one, under one. i)ouble 

woft interlocking was used at the edge o1 the color areas. 

(74., p. 43 and 84, p.799) 3ee .late VI A. 

.Axiother technique, often classified as a tapestry 
technique, was used in the Near ast12. It is called 

Souxnak weavin and can be likened with aten stitch. The 

weft thread goes regularly over four under two to give a 

diagonal effect as shown in P late VI B. In order to keep 

the texture firm a row of' plain weave i used between 

each two rows of ¿oumak stitches. (6, p.169) On this 

basis it should not be called a tapestry technique although 

the product resembles a tapestry rug. 

was originally done in Soumak, a province near aku. 
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Plate VI 

A. Double Weft 
interlookin in 
tapestry twill. 

B. Solimfik Weaving 



nate VII 

o 

A KILIM RTh 
from the historic textile collection, 
Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oregon State College 

SOtJMAK SADDLE BAG, 
from the historic textile collection, 
Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oregon State College 
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Northern i.rr1ea 

Intoriiation regardixì the origin of tapestry weaving 

in iuo3t part$ o17 frica i serce. In the North frioan 

states suh a3 Morocco, 1geria and Tunisia, early tapestry 

weavjn; showed arab origin and Mohammedan influence fro 

the Near ast and Egypt. (30, p. 739) Both in color und 

tetuia there were striking similarities, for exaniple 

between gyptian and Moroccan tapestries. (29, p.735) 

The main tap3stry produeLs oi the Northern Africa 

states weise tentcioth, rugs, blankets, addle blankets 

alla saddle bags. Fibers such as rushes, flag, cotton, 

silk, goat hair, camel hair, grass, und palm fiber were 

used, aU. dyed with natural dyes.. A crude type of up- 

rigrit boni as used for the weaving. In the early 

periods the Near ast and 2gytian design motifs were 

dominant, but later a combination of stripes and geometric 

designs became popular. smooth type ru:: and a striped 

blanket ere araong the nost characteristic woven pieces. 

For the Tunisian rugs for exanìple, a central motif, often 

hexagon shaped, and four corner motifs were typical. 

(30, p.738-760) In most of these countries, traditional 

wcaving is still practiced today. 
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CHAPTER VI 

EUROPE.AN TAPESTRI2S 
(France, Flanders, and England) 

During the Eastern Roman Empire, especially the 

period between the ninth and the l'ourteenth centuries, in- 
fluences froa the ast were dominant in Europe. The silk 
weaving industry was most important. Rich brocaded end 

dainasked fabrics have b3en niade in Byzantium (later Isten- 
bui), a well as in Italy since the twelfth century. Sorne 

of them thus classified were actually do-s in an embroidery 

technique. 1)uring this early medieval period also the 

high-warp tapestry technique was used in ersia and neigh- 

borine states. 
Italian, Irench, English, and German pictorial 

pieces rrom this early period were either brocaded or em- 

broidered. In iaot, the embroidery technique was well 

known and widely used all over urope. (62, p.54-66) 

With the use o1 the brocade and embroidery techni- 

ques Í1ne details were possible in designs on fabrics. 

From these developed the European high-warp tapestries with 

their characteristic fineness of texture and weave. It is 

not clearly proved whether the first Furopean pictorial 
hangings were woven or enibroideroi, or even where the first 
were made. (35, p.138) Tapestry is said t have been 
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used widely in iurope in the thirteenth century, but it is 

not clear whether the records properly distinguished 

between embroideries, brocades, and tapestries. (62, 

p.82-88) 

Real tapestry history began in the fourteenth century. 

In a general classification for tapestries three main 

periods are nentioned. The first is the Gothic era with 

the best tapestries made In the fifteenth century; the 

second the Renaissance tapestry group, many tapestries of 

which resemble paintings. Of the last group, the Baroque 

and ocoeo tapestries or France, the most important exam- 

pies were made during ;he seventeenth and eighteenth 

centuries. p.2O4-2O5) 

In the (;othic period irras was the main tapestry 

manufacturing center in the fourteenth century13, with 

Brussels leading since the second hail' of the fifteenth 

century. The origin of these Flemish cities was really 

due to their textile and tapestry industries, (34, p.472) 

with the weavin' centers controlled by weavers' uilds. 

In fact, the people of those centers had but two interests 

in life; their church and their weaving. 

13 
Arras was captured by Louis J of Irance in 1477. ThiS 
caused expulsion of many weavers, and the workshops 
never did really recover. 



Tapestries were mainly used as wall hangings, where 

thy served as insulation and to cover the bare stone alls. 

Because 01 the important part the church played in th 

lire 01 the weavers, and because many or the tapestries 

were made as church decoration, the religious element was 

dominant in their designs. Soon the decorative possibil- 

ities of tapestries were noticed by the rich and led to the 

adaptation of secular designs as well. For example, during 

the reign of Charles V (1364-1380) tapestries, usually with 

historic scenes, were woven. 

In the early Gothic tapestries every inch of space 

was filled .ith design. They were woven without borders. 

The true Gothic tapestries were pictorial with typical 

and intricate foliage backgrounds. They all had e flat 

appearance with very little perspetive and. a high skyline. 

The famous "mule fleurv? tapestries of the fifteenth 

century are typical examples. Conventionalized foliage 

and flowers, worked out in the rinest detail, cover the 

entire background, ant all have narrow borders. The 

slender figures of the main design all show a strong 

vertical line. (55, p.205-2O7) The most famous of these 

14 
are "The Lady with the Unicorn" and the 

14Thsse tapestries were originally in Irance in the 
Chateau of Verteuil, were used to protect potatoes from 
frost durin. the revolution, and are now in The 
Cloisters iuseu1n in Now York. 
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"Cluny tapestr1e$"15 series made in the later part of the 

fifteenth century. The latter Is a romantic and allegor- 

ical interprtation of th five senses. The Le Viste 

family arms appears on thema and they are believed to have 

been made as a wedding gift for the Lady Claude Le Viste 

of Lyons on reuest of her bridegroom. (50, p.85-92) 

The Unicorn tapestries' origin is unknown, though they 

were made either by French or Flemish veavers. They tell 

, 
16 

the story of th hunt oz the uniooxn , a noble animal 

which supposedly only could have been subdued by a virgin. 

Huntinc the unicorn was the sort of princes, and a 

virgin was used as a ort of decoy. (91, p.1-1+) 

The later Gothic tapestries were highly pictorial, 

with a very Line texture; more colors iere used, and the 

use ol' &o1den thread in the tapestries became general. 

(55, p.2O7) 

With the entrance of the sixteenth century came 

the next Important period, the Italian enaissance, which 

had a dominating influence all over urope. Flemish 

craftsmen were still considered the best, but Italian 

15 
In the Cluny &usewt in karIs since 1382. 

16Tìie unicorn motif shows a white aniniai with the body 
of a horse, head of a deer, feet of en elephant, tail 

of a lion, and one black horn. 
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cartoons were used, mainly those or Rahae1, for example 

the iataous 'cts of the Apotles series made ror kope 

Leo . Fine details were no longer iiiportant. "The new 

trend 'vas toward bold. patterns with sweep1n lines, 

eIiective as paintings rather than as examples e.V the Line 

art of weavin". (55, p.209) Foliage was irger and moro 

realistic and color shading gave the effcct oL dark and 

liht. The figures were grouped, ojen sces left in the 
background, and there was more emphasis on the horizontal 
lines. omantic and religious scenes gave way to classi- 
cal subjects." (55, p.209) The wider borders had sub- 

scenes anca usually a cartouche17 at the top. (55, 

p.208-209) 

While Italy had the monopoly or desin, Brussels 

had the iain Lactories. (62, p.181) Hoever, there came 

a decline oL the irussels' workshops in the second half or 

the sixteenth century, and 1rance became important. (62, 

p.2l0-2l2) The factories of Beauvais, iubusson, and the 

Gobelins ';ere the main producers in k'rance, nd tapestry 

rnakin in this country reached its zenith in the seven- 

tuenth and eighteenth centuries. (55, p.211) 

The development and history of the Gobelins 

cartouche is an elaborate, scrolled freine around a 
taulet or coat-or-arias. 
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manuractory in Pari2 reflects the development of tapestry 
weaving in Europe In general since the Irench lienaissance, 

throurh the Baroque and Rococo eriods until the general 
decline of tapestry weavIn at the end of the eig;hteenth 

century. 

Henry IV recognized the economic Iiportance of a 

tapestry industry for France; ana towards th end of the 

sixteenth century he invited two F1eiish weavers to set up 

sixty looms in Paris. They began trainini: tiicir French 

apprentices and in 1630 establI3hsd thene1ves a3 1'The 

Gobelins"'8. (13, p.107) The oi'flcial foundation by 

Louis vas in 1662, when the Gobelins became a royal 

nanufaetory. Colbert, the Minister of ¿tate and head of 

the army, was appointed head of the Gobelins with the 

artist Lebrun as superintendent. (62, p.25C-264) The 

main purpose of the Gobelins was to serve the court and 

decorate the palaces. So important as this manufactory 

that the word "Gobelins" later replaced "Ai-ras1 as a 

srnonym for tapestry. 
Durin the early period Gobelin tapestries were 

noticeable for their close design. (62, p.256) ven the 

18 , 
The name Gooelins derived from the brothers Gobelin who 
canje to paris in the fifteenth century to produce a 
special scarlet dye. They used the sane building, the 
hotel s Gobelins. 
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borders becaiae aore and more decorative. 

The period directly after tii official establish- 

ment (l662-l64) robably was the height of the Baroque as 

far as tapestries are concerned. Typical of the Baroque, 

the designa e.pressed "force rather then refinerent.' 

(13, p.110) Lebrun and the oil painter Rubens were 

responsible for the most important desipns of that period. 

Tapestries were made in series; for example, the 

"History of the King" series which consisted of forty 

pieo3s1. j:1l the scenes were a glorification of Louis 

XIV. The or1;inal set was done on high-warp looms. The 

borders were iloral and fruit desipns and had a strong 

classic leeling. (13, p.112-114) The colors used were 

low in nwaber but strong and helpeu to add force to the 

designs. It took an average of five years to weave one 

piece. 

after trie death of Oolbert in the late fifteenth 

century he as succeeued by Louvois. During, te period 

that ollowsd, mainly Italian (Raphael) designs were used 

in France. The tapestries showed the strong classic 

influence present since the Renaissance. This was an 

uncertain period, and high military expenditure caused 

19 
Actually forty-three because three pieces were added 
i at ei:. 
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prohibitions with regard to the tapestry industry. The 

Gobelins factory was even inactivo for four years. Then 

carne a period 01' new success. (13, p.11B-123) 

With the ei«hteenth century caine the Rococo with 

its graceful curves and 1ihtness of design. Houses and 

roorns became snallex', ìnd therefore, smaller tapestries 
were macle. (62, p.308-309) The series "Elements and 

Eeasonstt designed by the artists Watteau and Audran, for 
example, were small tapestries, the dimension of a doorway. 

The set consisted of eight pieces, four typifyin the 

8eaSOns and four the elenients. (13, p.126) In enerl 
wide borders Caine into vogue (55, p.212), often 1eavin 

only a small part for the actual design. The }ococo 

tapestries showed vivid colors, graceful compositions, and 

lines softened by 1i-ht and shade effects. (36, p.151) 

The ei;hteenth century also brought the height 01' 

the Chinoiserie tapestries. "Chinoiserie" was descriptive 
of the designs where oriental scenes and otits were used 

in a uropean setting. fiven the borders of this group 

showed Chinese desins similar to those on oriental 
porcelain cups and tea-pots. (21, p.388) 

3lowly but surely, both the designers and the 

weavers tried to invade the art 01 iaintiiig in an effort 
to portray the spirit ol' the time. This was one of the 



aiain reasons l'or the gradual decline of the tapestry art 

towards the end of the eighteenth century. During the last 

quarter of the century tapestris were iainly used as chai 

and sofa upholstery or as screens. (13, p.135) 

Becau3e the inanufactories mainly served the court, 

the tapestry industry was always closely influenced by 

the ups and downs oi the French court. (102, p.2542) The 

final blow for the art of tapestry weaving, therefore, 

came simultaneously with the French revolution. 

During the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the 

Gobelins factory was still producing tapestries on a 

smell scale, (13, p.22) but their factory is today mainly 

a museum. 

Apart from the Gobelins there were other workshops 

in France, of which fleauvais and Aubusson were the iast 

important. Both were declared royal manufactories shortly 

after the Gobelins. J3eauvais speei1ized in weaving small 

pieces for furniture, while Aubusson mostly uade hw;e wall 

hangings and carpets. (55, p.213-214) 

The tapestry industry in England developed along- 

side those in Flanders and France. It is difficult to 

trace the origin of tapestry weavIng in England, but it is 

certain that there were tapissiers at work during the reign 

of Henry III (1216-1272). (42, p.1) As in the rest of 

Europe the tapestries were used as wall hanGings, mostly in 



Flate VIII 
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J 

FRENCH TAkESTRY (part ot a Portiere), 200 years old, 
from the historic textile collection, 
Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oregon State College 

o 
w 

o 

ENGLISH O0LN TAPESTRY 
from the historio textile collection, 
Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oregon State College 

55 
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the hail or so-called "common apartmant" In the nlo-3axon 

homestead. They were also used in churches, l'or exale to 
be hung about the choir. 

Flemish Immigrants arrived in England during the 

second hail' ol the fIfteenth century. That was one reason 

why the general development corresponded with that on the 

continent throughout the Middle ges und Renaissance. 

(86, p.5-35, 46-4.8) The products were, however, still 

inl'erior to the high quality ol' continental Flemish pro- 

duets ol' that time. 

An iuiportant workshop 01 the late sixteenth and 

early seventeenth century, that of Vilhiam sheldon who was 

the first ectensive tapissier in England, was later ab- 

sorbed in the royal workshops at Mortlake. (86, p.55-64) 

The MortLke manufactory, near London, founded in 

1619 (78, p.16?) produced tapestries of excellent workman- 

ship. According to . G. Thomson they surpassed that of 

}rance end Italy in the seventeenth century. leiaIsh weav- 

ers were imported and high warp looms viere used. The 

Mortlake factory flourished under the leadership of 

Sir francis Crane, but after his death in 1636 and because 

of financial problems, it could not compete in the long 

run with manufactories on the continent. Mortlake lost 

its importance towards the end of the seventeenth century 

(86, p.66-lO8) and closed in 1703. (78, p.169) 
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No attempt was made to preserve pure English char- 

acter (78, p.16?) but 

English taste seems to have preferred spacer 
(sic), more open landscapes, smaller figures 
to match the snialler dimensions oí the 
tapestries, and above all quieter and more 
restrained borders. (21, p.388) 

Durmn the eihteenth century various smaller tapes- 

try weavinL establishments existed. In general they showed 

small figures with landscapes or architectural backg . rounds, 

framed in a border ci fruit, flowers, and birds. (86, 

p.148-150) As in Europe, Chinoiserie was typical. (21, 

p.388) 

European Tapestry Techniques and Characteristics 

Since the fourteenth century the ternìs high-warp 

and low-warp have been used to describe both the looms and 

technique used in tapestry weavin;. These looms were used 

earlier but were not named as such. (62, p.93) In many 

tapestry centers like Flanders both loom types were used. 

The Gobelins and other Paris studios were, however, known 

for their high-warp looms; while Beauvais and Aubusson 

viere known for low-warp. (55, p.216) In either case the 

other type was used to some extent, but not generally. 

VQhert tapestry weaving first started in England a 

loom, much like the ancient Greek high-warp type, with 

weighted warp was used. (6, p.5) Mortlake factories 
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used both basic types. (86, p.67-68) 

Since the Middle Ages the hard-twist woolen yarn 

has been traditional for tapestry weaving. During those 

early periods the finest wools were obtainable from England 

and Spain, snd they were bite only ones allowed to be used 

in English tapestries. (86, p.7-9) The earliest tapes- 

tries showed woolen warp threads, but after cotton was 
introduced in Europe, cotton warp was used. (57, p.422) 

Beginning in the fifteenth century gold und silver 
threads were interwoven in some tapestries, and superb 

light effects were achieved in this way. These threads 

were used increasingly durinL the next centuries. (62, 

p.122-l27) 3ince the sixteenth century silk was also 

used in combination with wool. (86, p.50) It was in- 

cluded mainly in flesh tones in the races of the figures. 

(.55, p.219) 

Tapestries made since the Middle ages differ from 

the earlier pieces in that the piece is turned after weav- 

jug; and thus the warp threatis run horizontally in the 

fil4shed product, giving a horizontal ribbed effect. This 

is done mainly because of the size of the tapestries. 

In the early medieval periods the number of colors 

was limited but research laboratories which were establish- 

ed since the seventeenth century, led to an increased 

nuber of colors, improvements, and new processes. 
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(36, p.150) Shades arid tints, as well as blended threads 

were also used to obtain new colors. (94, p.158) 

uthoritis can with relative ease distinujsh 

between tapestries 01' the various periods. Not only is the 

type ol' border an indication, ut the colors used are also 
typical. Gothic tapestris excel in reas, poli thread is 
used abundantly, anu tiey have narrow borders or none, 

while whites iid olden yellows are tyj leal o the wide 

bordered kenaissance tapestries. The dorinant color used 

for the Baroque tapstxies is blue ano. they show heavy 

shadow-and-li;ht bands just inside the wide borders. These 

wide borders are still seen in the Rococo tapestries, and 

rose i3 a favorite color. Tapestries from the later part 

oI' the eighteenth CfltUTy show narrow bordrs as originally 
used in the Gothic tapestries. (41, p.2-4) apart froi the 

colors and the types oí border used, the general character 

or the tapestries is &nother indication as described 
earlier in the text. 

'hat is said for tapestry weaving in general was 
practicee very effectively by the weavers of the Middle 

SAges an enaissance: 



The tapestry-weaver's art does not by any 
means consist solely in transferring the 
colours (sic) of the cartoon on his tapestìy: 
he must know that the colours (sic) of the 
wool ano. silk have their own artistic 
qualities, that the colours (sie) of the 
cartoon may produce an entirely different 
effect when reproduced in thread; in a wo:d, 
his task is not to copy, but to recreate. 
(86, p.157) 

The teehnijue used then is today considered the 

standard tapestry technique as described in Chapter III. 

Tapestry textures were extrenely f ins. The Mortlake tapes- 

tries, for example, had about 23 warp threads and 50 wefts 

to an inch. (86, p.71) 

In tapestries made in the othic period, many float- 

ing threads show on the wrong side. thread f1oted from 

where it was used to there it vas needed again a few inches 

fW.th6f. (55, p.218) 

The hatching technique (haohure) is said to have 

been used since the twelfth entury (48, p.22) and was 

developed in Flanders. From the fourteenth century and up 

to the sixteenth century it was used all over Europe where 

it was the esserLce o tapestry design. with the limited 

number of colors tnen available, this method served as a 

. 20 
transitîon, to nerge colors, and to give a shadow elfect 

(i48, p.22 anu 91, p.158) 

203oi.trces are not olear as to whether weft inter1oe.ing was 
used where colors joinsu in hatching. Front descriptions 
the conclusion could be drawn that this was the case. 
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Gradually throughout the seventeenth and eiphteenth 

centuries hatching was abandoned anu replaced by the oil 

painting effect. To obtain the brush-stroke effect ot oil 

paifltiflg8, hatching could not be used; a sharper line was 

necessary. This brought about the use of the slit (Kiliin) 

technique. The latter was not only less durable, but was 

often, when overdone, also visually displeasinp. (LIB, p. 

22) However, it served to create a shadow effect, and for 

that reason slits were often left open or not sewn to- 

gether too tightly. An overcasting stitch, forming plainly 

visible stitches on the right side, was traditional. 

(7, p.441-445) 

Of the other traditional techniques, dovetailing ;as 

used in Europe up to the sixteenth century (74, p.8); 

double wert interlocking was introduced in the Gobelins 

factory (84, p.798) as well as in Beauvais (97, p.12) in 

the eighteenth century; and single weft interlocking was 

probably used earlier--beginning with the seventeenth 

century. A combination of techniques in one tapestry was 

not uncomon; a irench tapestry examined by t.he author 

show slïts, diagonal slits arid double watt interlocking, 

while an nglish tapestry shows slits, dovetailing and 

single waft Interlockini all in one piece. 

Mary U. Black describes a (obe1in technique, call- 

ed the 'twedish knot". i very finn tapestry is obtained 
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by knotting the weft thread around each warp thread 1s 

illustrated in FigureI. The knotting continues row 

after row across the whole width or the fabric. Where 

two colors join, warp interlocking is used (dovetalling). 

The knots are all tied in the same way, and are reversed 

every second row when working in the opposite direction, 

to get uniformity. This is o very slow aiethod. 

(7, p.427-431) 
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Plate IX 

"Swedish Knot" 

"Swedish Knot" 
reversed. 
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C}iAFTER VII 

SCI4NDINAVIAN AND PEASANT TAPESTRY ART 

Tapestries ¡nade by the early eandinav1an weavers 

are the best exairiples oi peasant art in Europe. 

corne consider peasant art as the work of 

ates' made or individual use, and constituting merely the 

most primitive link in social development." Others see lt 
as coarse imitations o the "higher styles of art." 
(.i2, p.2399) It is however true that tapestry weavin in 

iurope started a.i ong the peasant weavers and lt was mainly 

those "illiteratest' who developed the techniques. 'easant 

art also proves people's desire to bo creative, to make 

liÍ'e more interestinr, and to enjoy art. 
Dr. Haavard Rostrup's21 Interpretation of Norweian 

tapestries is that there is no reason to look disparaging- 

ly at them. 

In their own way they are perfect examples of a 
splendid forni of expression in textiles; In 
their compactness, their severity, and their 
simplicity is their strength, and it is inter- 
esting to compare them with the most recent 
products of modern tapestry making, as these 
latter is (sic) based on a return to the 
simplicity of pure lines of the MIddle es. 
(77, vol. 44, p.160) 

21Rostrup, Dr. Haavard, Inspector oi the )anlsh Museura of 
Industrial Arts in Copenhagen. 
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Tapestry weaving was practiced in most countries of 

Europe durin early periods. The Scandinavian countries 

(Denmark, Sweden, and Norway), the Balkans, Finland, 

.Ioland, and Germany were probably the countries where 

peasant tapestry art had 1iore typical characteristics and 

lasted longer than in others. (84, p.2398-2436) In most 

or these countries the peasant art had remained untouched 

until about the last part of the nineteenth century. 

Tapestries used in the peasant homos were functional 

and they filled a definite need, for exaìaple to keep the 

room warm and cosy or to cover the seat of a chair. 

Feasant carpets, like those made in Norway and koland, were 

seldom used on the floor, but as bed, table, or chest covers. 

(92, p.826-827) 

The weavers were mostly women; but every f armer's 

wife was not a weaver. !The real art weaving. was done by 

specialists, living at certain farms from where their 

products were spread Lar aiound." (77, vol. 44, p.162) 

It is difficult to trace the development of peasant 

weaving or even the origin of their designs. They had no 

Rubens or haphael to provide them with cartoons. Their 

designs and techniques were used many genErations without 

any literary records. (53, p.2433) The traditional 

motifs were repeated many times, probably changing a little 
with each repetition. (47, vol. 2, p.490) 
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The period when peasanu tapestries were first rnad,e 

in Scandinavia is impossible to trace. Authorities can 

only judge by still existing tapestries or the rare 

written records. A tapestry piece as lound in a grave 

near Birka, which proves that the low warp technlque 

(Rlaken) was used in cweden as eerly as the ninth century. 

(37, p.3lO) The Norwegian tapestries are represented by 

a few pieces such as the Oseberg weavings of the Viking 

Age and. the Baldishol tapestry of the Norman era--there- 

fore about the tweLfth century. (47, vol. 2, p.487) AS 

tar as t) enmar is concerned, a letter from the Duke of 

Bavaria, dated 1604 mentioned the arrivai of twenty-six 
Fleriish tapestry weavers a little earlier. They probably 

went to Denmark on request of King Christian IV (l58b- 
1648). (62, p.306) This probably was the introduction 

0:1 the first high-warp looms in E3candinavia. Whenever the 

period of origin might have been, the height of peasant 

tapestry weaving was about the second half oP the 

sixteenth century. 

The designs used were all very simple. Geometric 

figures combined with motifs drawn troni nature and every- 

day life were common. Figures were flat and crude. Many 

designs showed a Christian character like horsemen defend- 

Ing a church, and wild animals representinr the forces of 
evil attacking the church. (22, vol. 6, p.11-14 and 
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28, vol. 16, p.21) Many rnot1Is probably oriinated in the 

dreams of the weaver, in iyths, or in legenus. (37, 

p.3175) 

As exaiaples 01' paant tapesti'y art the following 

countries are outstanding: 

Sweden and Denmark 

Scan ta, the southern province of Ewederi, produced the 

majority of the still existing peasant textiles, and still 
has the highest developed peasant culture. Halland and 

Blekinge were the other two itrportarìt areas for weaving. 

These three provinces were under Danish rule until 1658. 

Up to 1850 the Swedish peasant art had remained untouched 

by outside influences; then industrialism caused an enerva- 

tien in the peasant art. (37, p.3166-3168) 

Still existing examples of Scania textiles reveal a 

heaviness typical 01 the Baroque style, while those of 

Blekinge have the lightness of the flococo. Textiles from 

the northern parts show dull tones as thiuph the forests 
had a depressing influence on th inhabitants. (73, 

p.3168) In general the textiles reveal the conservation 

of the Swedish peasants. 

Investigators found that religion, myths, and 

legends inspired aonio designs. Foreign influences were 

however also present. Designs they probably saw in 



convent schools and royal workshops, were simplified and 

actually "grew into a typical peasant art." dare exam- 

1es or Byzantine deslF;ns like the rondell, the double- 

headeu eagle, nd he tree of life; Gothic designs; 

henaisiance Silk designs lik the poígranate proved 

that other influences fourni their way to Sweden. (37, 

p.3l'7-3l78) One theory is that the early inhabitants 

reached the Iast via Ru.ìsja by way of the ret Rîwsian 

rivers like the Volga, nd in that way oriental textiles 

reached scandinavia. (22, p.14-16) These rare exaiiples 

were however not typical among the peasants. More common 

were the flat two-dimensional figures (always alike), and 

geometric designs, with the Christian character almost 

always recognizable. (22, vol. 6, p.11-114 In tact, 

their techniques lend the.aselves more to styll?ed and 

eoetric motifs than to intricate designs. 

wool is considered the oldest ra material used in 

Sweden and plant dyes like licheu, heather, and tue bark, 

leaves and berries ol' dilferent tree, were used. Hydrous 

sulfates of iron und copper as a dyeing matter, as well as 

alum as a mordant, were probably known in eandinuvien 

countries as early as the Middle íges. (37, p.3187-3190) 
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The tapestry technique in Finland developed along- 

side with those 01 ¿icanainavia and was closely influenced 

by the latter. Jinland has always been known for their 
rya (ryijy) ru and crafts in general but, except for the 

exceptional beauty or design, no charaterisic technique 

was developeu for tapestries. 

As pointed out, I'orwegian teestry weavint, can be 

traced back to the twelfth century. buring the fifteenth 
and siteenth centuries followed a period of national de- 

dine, but the second half of the sixteenth century hrouht 
about a renaissance in the tapestry art in Norway. (47, 

vol. 2, p .486-4o7) The first stages of this renaissance 

must be credited to im«iigrant weavers from North Germany 

and schleswig-holstein. tauht local weavers, and 

the outcome was a combination of the new renaissance art 
with the old xaedieval Norman style and teohniues of the 

native people, and thus a new and independent style 

developed. The most outstanding examples originated in 

the northern part of the valley of Gudbrandsdal; 

probably because of the high cultural level there. 

(77, vol. 44, p.lóO) 
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Dr. Thor B. Kielland22 suniaarized lt as rollows: 

The outstanu.ing achleveiaent ot these nst ive 
weaving sheds was their ability to absorb 
Renaissance impulse s without abandonin the 
essential two-dimensional character of true 
tapestry art. (47, vol. 2, p.489) 

In the past these tapestries were oiten dismissed as being 

crude and clumsy efforts or peasants, but critics did not 

keep in nind that this clumsiness was due to the use of 

true tapestry technicue. (47, vol. 2, p.489) 

Most ol' these tapestries were based on Bible stor- 
les, and themes rrom Norse sacas and folk talos. Typical 

were the stark figurative stylizations in rich, brilliant 
colors. (66, vol. 19, p.24) The women eavers had a 

special liking for moralistic motifs. The t'Virgin 

tapestrieS"2 are probably the most numerous anc widely 

distributed series. The virgins were usually roiiped in 

two rows; their figures are stylized and square-faced and 

stress the flat character Of the weaving: in a splendid 

manner. Ihe reci, blue, gold, arid moss creen colors, rich 

but subdued, are striking. Human Ligures seem to 

have b(:ien t,1-ie most popular motifs, but dowers aud animals 

are also (77, vol. 4, p.lól-162) 

22Kjellend, Dr. Thor B., Director of the Museum of Indus- 
trial arts in Oslo. 

23"The ;íise ana Foolish Virgins" of which 82 czamples are 
known. - 
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The Norwegians had the custom of draping the walls 

of their farm houses with tapestries on festive occasions. 

Apart from wall hangings, tapestries were used as cushion 

covers an bench covers. In the latter products the 

weavers were less restricted in their choice of motis-- 
motifs were not necessarily religious. (47, vol. 2, 

p .4&949O) 

Scandinavian Tapestr-î Techniques 

The countries of 3candinavia and adjoining countries 

are geographically so close together that it is only 

natural that they would borrow from one another to some 

extent. This is what happened with tapestry techniques. 

A specific technique might have been typical of one of 

these countries, but its use usually was not limited to 

that country. 

À varieta' of techniques were usea, many of which 

cannot be classified as true tapestries. However, it 
shows how those skillful weavers had changed the technique 

to serve their purposes. iong those which qualify us 

true tapestries, Flamskvvnad (high-warp tapestries) and 

R&akan (low-warp tapestries) are the maux groups. 

Flemish high-warp weavers were responsible for 

the introduction, in the sixteenth century, cf pictorial 

tapestry work in the 3candinavian countries. Thia weaving 
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was at first only accepted by the nobility, the middle 

cliss, and the professional weavers, hut later was adapted 

for the peasants' niore conventionalizeu ÂflOt1L'5 and bibli- 

cul scenes. Flaaskvivnad (Flemish weaving), as it was 

called, was therefo'e really a matter of borroinL from 

another teohnLjue. (37, p.31B0) 

In ±'lanisk (lemish weavint) the woolen lNef t threads 

were passed. re,ularly over an under the linen warp as in 

the true tapestry tec1inicue, and a technique called 

"toothing" (or istepping?) was used to join to colors. 

One use of toothing was nothing else than the widely used 

dovetailin, but in a product of real toothing the choice 

of the word is very descriptive. A few consecutive rows 

of one color aree (for eaiuple the one to the left) were 

woven before the same number of rows of the net area 

(to the ri'ht of the first area) were done, all ending 

around the saine warp thread. This oeing done tnrowhou 

the tapestry piece gave the characteristic stepping effect 
1llusrated in riate X A. (97, 1).17-18) There are 

probably more interpretations, because it Is also 

described as a matter of running the colors into cach 

other in order to serve the same general purpose as 

hatchint, out keeping a more distinct line. (83, vol. 5, 

p.11-13) This toothing techniue was said to have caen 

developed by Norwegian weavers (66, vol.19,p.487-489) 
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and the true toothing is clearly distinguishable in 

Norwegian tapestries of the sixteenth to the eighteenth 

centuries. Only in rare examples was weft interlocking 

used. (97, p.17) 

In the above-mentioned Norwegian pictorial tapes- 

tries another characteristic technique was used. In this, 
the Billedvev (or i3illedvevning) t6Ofli(U6, the weft was 

not necesïarily kept at right angles to the warp; it 

moved in places in order to shape certdn design lines. 

The weaving was done on an upright loom and. a fork was 

useì to beat the threads lu. place. (65, p.25-26) Tooth- 

Ing o single wett interlocking was used where two colors 

joined. 

The low warp tapestry technique, Rlakan, was 
generally used in Sweden (mainly in the Scania province) 

and in Norway. The original meaning of the word tRlakant? 

refers to the use of the finished product--the coverin or 

the wail at th bauk of a seat. (97, p.11) It Is also 
known as kl&e (iaklae) which means "cover", a name more 

commonly used in Norway. (7, p.408, ¡+13) The Rlakan 

or .klae technìue is still widely used today, not only in 

sweden and Norway, but also in Denmark and Elnianci. 

(65, p.26) 
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The naine R1akan24 as well as the patterns on pre- 

served tapestry pieces, points to its descent from the 

iddle Ages. There is however, a difrerence In opinion 

because the weft interlocking teohnique used is considered 

to have been used at a later time in Europe--since the 

seventeenth century. (97, p.11-12) However, a definite 

piece was round in a grave near Dirka, which proves that 

the h&akan technique was used in ¿cania as early as the 

ninth century. (37, p.3180) 

Most .Rè'lakan designs are based on squares, and to 

join color areas weft interlocking is used. Typical of 

Norwegian R1akan or lUcias is the use of single wef t 

interlocking (the interlocking is done ahile weaving left 

to riht) and all ends are drawn into the fabric. This 

gives a firm, reversible fabric which was especially suit- 
able for its oi iginel use where the housewife wanted a 

strong, warm fabric which would also lend color and beauty 

to the rather dark Interiors. (1, 9.20) See Plate LI. 

Double waft interlocking which is more commonly 

used for Swedish (or Soanian) Rlakan, gives a 

nonreversible fabric, where the joints between two colors 

The word Rlakan" is derived from the old Swedish form 
Ryglakan. 
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Plate X 

. Toothing. 

B. Diagonal C. Snarjvav. 
interlocking. 
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NOREGIAN UÖLAKAN OR KLAE and 
HiLVKRABBA or "PARTED IYLJKAGANG, 

froii tht teti1e collection 
i)epartiuent of Clothin' and Textiles, 

Oreon btate College 
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are not as afflooth as In the case oI single weft interlock- 

ins. (18, p.186-187) See Plates I and XVI. 

AR1akan pattern is not always squared; often it 
Is based on diagonal lines like the eight-pointed star, 
lightning R&akan, and zigzag designs. (37, p.3180) The 

latter was probably inspired by Hungarian point embroidery 

commonly practiced at that tiiae in Scandinavia and adjoin- 

Ing countries. For these types of designs diagonal Inter- 
locking is used; the weft regularly moves two warp threads 

to one side for each inlay and the actual interlocking is 

either single or double weft interlocking. 
For Ralakan In general, weaving always starts from 

the lefthand warp thread and in the case of diagonal 

Rlakan an even number of threads is desirable for each 

color, because the wert al.ays moves two threads to one 

side per row. (18, p.187-191) In the actual weaving 

process "butterflies" are preferred to shuttles because 

of the number 01 colors needed per row and the relative 
small color squares to be woven. The colors used in 

Rlakan were originally quite soither and dark, but more 

intense since the nineteenth century. 

Snrjvv25 is another well known type of weaving 

used in Sweden until the twelfth or thirteenth century 

253nirja means "to twine". 
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and in Iceland as late as the sixteenth century. It is an 

oriental technique, known in the Near .ast as ¿oumak weav- 

ing, which reached Scandinavia in the late ionan tïraos, 
probably through irLlported oriental fabrics or through im- 

ported slaves who knew the technique. (37, p.3181) It 

has been proved that the same kind or technique was also 

used by the early gyptians. (97, p.7) 

The sinple conventionalized and geometric Snrjvv 

designs were oriina11y outlined in a contrasting color of 

the same tec1miue. Basically the technique was the saine 

as that used in the Near ast, except that it ave iiore of 

the effect of a twill fabric and the stitches were general- 

ly longer. oolen yarns were uaed for the pattern row and 

the technique was similar to an overeastin stitch as 

shown in Flate L C. Between each two pattern rows a row 

of plain weave in a thin woolen or linen thread was used 

to ensure a firm texture. (97, p.7) In some cases these 

background tabby rows were omitted and the other side of 

the 1abric was used as the right side. (65, p.30) In 

this way a more typical tapestry appearance was obtained 

but not as firm a product as the former. 

There probably was no lack of oririnality among the 

early Scandinavian weavers. Many variations on the 

tapestry technique were in practice; most 01' which 

probably originated in an attempt to simplify the R8lakan 
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technique or to rind a less tlme-conswtilng method. 1ong 

Q O 

this way t3chniques as Dukagang, Kraubaanar, and 

Ha1vabba developed. These Swedish techniques were also 

practiced in Finland and Iceland, and are still commonly 

used today. It is more an inlay method, producing a kind 

of brocade effect on a tapestry weave oackground. Similar 

techniques were used by the Copts in a period betwen the 

fií'th and the tenth centuries. (97, p.31, 34, 35) The 

Scandinavian people night have had contact with gypt by 

sea around the European continent.6 Another theory is 

that they reached the Near ast via the great .ussian 

rivers, where they either learned the technique or purchas- 

ed textils pieces. (There always was close contact between 

the Near bast and gypt) 

Characteristic of these inlay technique tapestries 

of Scandinavia, is the conspicuous parallel lines caused 

by the inlay threads. The weit threads pass regularly 

over two to four and under one to four warp threads for a 

few consecutive rows. (22, vol. 6, p.16) In some cases 

1onL; iloatin' threads are formed at the back of the 

tapestry. 

26 
Scandinavian people, and more specific the 3wedish, in 

those days were powerful and possessed a much larger 
territory than today. 
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These inlay techniues, which are also called 
flushing (97, p.31), are not typical tapestry techniue; 
but they are used to form a pattern on a fabric of a true 
tapestry texture and are thus usually classified as 

tapestries. 
As in all tapestry weaving, the weaving of inlay 

tapestries is done fron the wrong side. The ends ox the 

idE3ftS are fastened by laying thora under the nearest warp 

thread, leaving a short loose end hanging at the back. 

The backgrouir. weft thread, which forms the typical 
tapestry teture, runs irorn selvage to selvage (unlike 

true taì:estry) and the design thread is an additional 

thread--an inlay thread used only where the design is de- 

sired. t least two tapestry rows are used between each 

two design rows, depending upon the effect desired or the 

thickness of the design thread. A single woolen yarn is 
conion1y used for the background, with a two-ply woolen 

yarn for the 1n1ys. (lb, p.2O3-2O) 

Vertical stripes in the design are typical of 

Dukagng. Dukagng has either a tapestry structures 
background done in woolen weft on linen warp, or a plain 

weave background in linen. (97, p.31) Originally, houever, 

it was a linen technicue. (37, .3182) The colored 

design thread is usually wool and is inserted by picking 

up the warp threads bj means of a pointed stick which is 
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then raised to separate the warp and enable the weaver to 

1nert the weft shuttle. (97, p.31) Seen from the right 

side the design thread goes regularly over three and under 

one warp thread for a few consecutive rows. Typical 

ve'tica1 stripes are f ormed in this way, varying in length 
27 

and spaced to form a design. (18, p.203) 

Krabbasnr (diagonal f lusning) is another inlay 

variation which oriinated in meuieval wden. It i 

basically the sanc as ukagng. The designs always have a 

diagonal appearance, formed by en inlay thread going over 

one or more warp threads and moving one or two warp threads 

to one side each row, or after a design square has beau 

coiipleted. (97, p.35) 

Another co.nrnion inlay technique is Halvkrabba or 

'parted I.:'ukagng' (37, p.3182), where squares form the 

design. The des1n thread (inserted as deucribed for 

Dukagng) goss regularly over two or three , then under two 

or three warD threads for a few consecutive rows until a 

row of squares is completed. The next row of squares will 

be between the previous ones. As in the case of the 

Z7ALaong the Coptie textiles dated from the fifth to the 
sixth centuries A.D., linen weavings of si,qilar inlay 
techniques were fouiid. 

28Aiaong Coptic textiles dated from the ninth to the tenth 
centuries A.D., similar techniques were founa. 



above-mentioned inlay examples, the design thread is used 

only in the parts where the designs are needed. Two back- 

ground tapestry rows are used between each two design 

rows, and where the design thread turns, a small loop is 

formed on the wrong side 01 the tapestry. (18, p.203) 

See Plate XI. 

F oland 

Another country fanous for its peasant art is 

Poland. The Polish ;veavers are especially known for their 

Kiliin weaving; in fact, today it is regarded as a Polish 

national art. (92, p.827) Kilims made in Poland are often 

referred to as Folish Gobelins, and as far as known they 

have been made since the seventoenth century. (45, vol. 9, 

p.9) 

Stripes, combined with geometric designs were pre- 

dominant until the seventeenth century brought a change. 

:tripes were still used then, but within the stripes 

easily recognizable, sty1ize figures such as the tree of 

life, squares and stars were usea. (92, p.827-28) Plant 

figures (an Oriental influence) also appeared; the leaves 

and 1lowers being transformed Into geonetrioa3. designs in 

29Coptie tapestrien, nade in tha tenth anL elcventh 
centuries , show stron', s iiailarities. 
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such a way that tno original sha,pes were hardly ecogniz- 

able. (52, .2423) 

The technique has not chan;ed since the first 
Kiliras wore iade. Iiandspun woolen yarns of a high quality, 
dyed witi vegetable dyes, ure Still used in. the wet. 
The Liliiiis are woven on horizontal looms (92, p.828) on 

linn warp threals. (45, vol. 9, p.9) regular tapestry 
technique is useu for the Kiliine buL, unlike irìost 

tape$tr1ts, the nttre row is not inserted and beaten down 

at once--only th part where the weaver is working. Be- 

euse slits form between colo:r areas, it enables the beaver 
to complete one speific color area, using a smell comb to 
beat back the wef t, before starting on the secona area. 
(92, p.828) 

The .k- olish eavcr is always taught that ornementa- 

tion has t b n organic part of the loom technique and 

thut a weaver's art must never lose contact with his 
urait.tt Thus, the tcbziique always cornes rirst while the 

designs are odifie to fit the technirmue. (5, vol. 9, 
p.9) 

Rouniani a 

Throughout the aes, while still called DHcia, the 

peasant.s )f Roumnrnia were well known for their embroidery 

anci weavin. Since tke first enturies A.D. it was ruled 



at times by the omans, Turks, and ussians, and all these 

countries had their Influence on the peasant art. Th8 

Rouraanian state was founded in 1861. 

;nioní. the peasant weavers bright-colored wall hing- 

ings and carpets, niainly used as table and bench covers, 

were the Anam pioducts. The wool of the Indian. wild sneep 

was used originally both for the welt and the warj and 

it 'as dyed with vegetable dyes. Geometrical xotIi's were 

doiiinaxit, but in iarts (o1davIe) COflVCfltOflbiIZCcì plant 

and flower mutif (Oriental influence) were also used, 

ancIent iotifs from the East bere repatei throughout the 

ages, for eaiìi1e tha tree of life moth'. In sorio cases 

even anlni&l and human fi:ures were used. The eiphLeeiith 

century brought Influences from the est (irunch Gobelins) 

when French bouuets, flower vases, and medallions with 

pastoral scenes iounu their way Intc the peasant art. 

This peasant tapestry irt is stili. practiced in 

1ournnIa in the sarna say, except that hemp ana cotton 

warp threads axe preferred. Th Kilini tschnique and 

variations of It are used, but only e. amples made in 

Wallachia show the cheracteriutic Ki1iii slit. Th weft 

is usually drawn through the warp by means ot a large 

wooden needle, noi with a shuttle. Th Kuhn hangIn3 

resenbie Copti anl Peruvian 1eaves in iny uspacts. 
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TÌi .ilim variation, where interlocking o1 the slits subdue 

th shar2 transition from one color to the other, (103, 

p.2170, 2193-i9) can be likened. with Peruvian "eccentric 

weving." 



CIiTR VIII 

THI FiR EA.T 

In the Far bast, the land of silk, exceptionally 

fine and beautiful silk tapestries were woven, even as 

early as the first centuries ot the Christian era. The 

niain silk weavin was done in China and the record of 

kCo (silk tapestry) goes back to the Han 1)ynasty (206 

B.C. to 20 A.1)j. (72, p.13 and 6, p.152) This date is 

not generally accepted; another opinion is that k'o ssû 

dated froAi the Tang Dynasty (6l3-906 A.]).). Since the 

latter period many Imperial robes as well as draperies 

were iaade in the silk tapestry technique. (15, vol. 105, 

p.3-9) In the Sung dynasty (960-1280) pictorial k'o ssü 

were made. The teohniue was the saine as the other 

Chinese tapestries, but tapestries of this group were de- 

signed as book cover5, The desi;ns were usually shrubs 

an flowers or landscapes. (72, p.17) Many still exist- 

Ing examples of k'o ssû weaving were made during the 

Ch'ien-lung period ana this period probably was the height 

of silk tapestry weaving in China. (16, vol. 105, 

p.100-101) 

Apart from the inentioneu robes, draperies, and book 

covers, upholstery fabrics were also made in the k'o ssi 

teohni.1ue. (85, p.255) Designs used on tapestries were 
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all synbol1c or related to the Chlnose religion, for ex- 
30 ample Buddha seated on a lotus throne , a dragon as the 

Imperial eniblem of China (16, vol. 105, p.95-101), clouds, 

bats, swastikas, the phoenix bird, conventionalized 

flowers, and the typical ground-and-mountain design used 

near the bottoia of a garment or wall hanging. 

K4o ssú is a true tapestry weave except that, in- 

stead 01 the traditional wool, silk is used, sometimes in 

combination with genuine old threads--thus an exceptional- 

ly rich fabric is obtained. Both vertical and horizontal 

handlooms were used. The weaving was done very cleverly 

and it has to be examined closely to determine the method 

used in joining the color areas. Where one color joined 

another in a very small point, the two were not connected 

but tiny slits were left. here the point ol' juncture as 

larger, Interlocking of the weft threads was used. (72, 

p.16 and 15, vol. 105, p.3-9) 

In another technique (by sonia authorities consider- 

ed a misinterpretation of the actual method used (72, p. 

15)) the k'o sst was made by the juxtaposition of the 

various color pieces. It can be coiiipared with marquetery. 

30A wall hanging with the I3uddha design was made in the 
early Yuan time (1298-1368). 
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Each piece, which differs froni the other in size and color, 
was woven separately but simultaneously connected with the 

completed part. ven minor background details like a 

flower might have been composed of ten or more small 

pieces. The final tapestry was often touched up with 

paint. (19, p.6) 

ost preserved pieces show the ends o1 the threads 

hanging loose at the back of the tapestry, only concealed 

by the tapestry lining. In the case of some Imperial 

robes however, the difference between the two-sided is 

hardly noticeable because the ends of the weft were 

wrapped around the warp and trimmed close. (15, vol. 105, 

p.5-9 and 72, p.16) 

Western influences came with the eighteenth century; 

European woolen tapestries were imitated and k'o ssú be- 

came a lost art. 
In Japan Tsuzure-ori (tapestry weaving) must have 

been known as early as the eighth century, judging from 

an existing tapestry piece, but the earliest date given 

in records for tapestry manufacturing is 1400. Tsuzure-ori 

means "patch weaving", referring to the small color areas 

woven in silk waft on a cotton warp. Chinese influences 

are apparent in the technique as well as in the designs. 

(33, p.84-85) Japanese designs are only bolder and 

stronger in feeling than those of the Chinese. 
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K'o ssú (CHINESE SILK TAPESTRY), 
From the Historic Textile Collection, 
Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oreon tite College 

CASHMERE SCARF 
From the Historic Textile Collection, Department of Clothing and Textiles, 

Oregon 3tate College 



Tyiea1 tapestry weaving was not practiced in India, 

but techniques sinillar to tapestry weaving were, nd still 

are used by the Indian sari weavers. i)ovtailing Is for 

example generally used in joining the side border of a sari 

to the different colored center, and single weft inter- 

locking is used where a design joins the background. The 

sarits are handloomed in a plain weave and the techniques 

nentioned are the only similarities they have with 

tapestries. 

The f ainous Kashmir (Cashmere) shawls made in Kash- 

zair3' during early periois, were either made in the twill 

tak)estry technique or embroidered. The most important 

period of the manufacturing of the woven ones, was during 

the reign of .kbar around the year 1556. The technique 

probably was introduced into Kashinir from Persia. (84, 

p.799) The wool of a domestic goat, the Kahmir goat, was 

used, dyed with natural dyes such es cochineal logwood, 

and indigo. (49, p.3-8) Dark colors were preferred, and 

even when bright colors were used in the combination, the 

overall effect was always subduet. (4.6, p.29-30) 

31 
Kashmir is i small Asian country situated north of India 
among the Himalaya mountains. 
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The cone or pine rnotir2 ruled with floral forms, 

was tica1 or those early Kashmir shawls. They viere 

hand-loomed in small strips to conform to the shapes nd 

sizes of the different pattern pieces, and the strips 
were later sewn together. (55, p.341) The twill tapestry 
technique, where the weft passes under one and over two or 

three warps, was used. vYhere the color areas join, double 

weft interlocking, as illustrated in Elate I C was used. 

(101, p.20) 

3ince the eighteenth century Kashmir shawls vere 

Imitated in cotland as an embroidery techniLlue on 

cotton, and later as a woven product of the ¡acquard 

loom. They then became Imown as the Paisley shawls. 

32 
The later jaisley motif. 
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Today American Indians' weaving is i:iainly associated 

with the woven rugs an blankets of the Navajo. But the 

technique used by the Navajo in kuaking these rugs did not 

come spontaneously; it was the outcome of a gradual devel- 

oping art, startin-', with the early Peruvian Indian 

tapestries discussed in Chapter V. eaving might have 

starteu in an attempt to do plaiting33 mechanically and to 

expedite the process, or a bird's nest might have been the 

direct insiratìon. 
hatever the case may be, the origin of loon-i weaving 

in the New orld was in eru. From there it spread to 

Central America and to the southwest of North saerica. The 

weaving products of the southwest have strong similarities 

with the former areas, but the actual sequence is still 

somewhat uncertain. (2, p.1-8, 65) There are also certain 

influences noticeable on American Indian fabrics which 

authorities are trying to explain. Especially foreign 

motifs such as the elephant motif used by the early 
Indians, prove that there must have been a connection 

33Since early times plaiting was a generally practiced 
craft among Indian tribes. 



between Anierica and Asia or other areas where elejhants 

were present at that early time. 

One theory is that there was sorne colinection 

between asia and the iiaerican continent in earl:)' ties, and 

that the Indians came to North Mierica about twenty 

thousand years ago, perhaps by way of the Bering Strait. 

(4, p.198-199) The people and influences therefore could 

have reached this continent from the north. As far as is 

known nothinf is proved in this respect. 
Another theory is that the American continent had 

had a close connection with a previously existing contin- 

ont in the Pacific Ocean. It is almost certain that the 

South ¿ea Islands are remains ol' a sunken continent left 

exposed above the sea. The similarities of tiic stone 

figures, pyramids and other remains of early civilizat:ftns 

in both areas, are strong indications of a previous connec- 

tion or association. (38, p.3-12) Textile authorities 

are investigating these aspects, but definite facts sre 

still non-existent. 

Weaving must have played an important part in th 
life oi the .ueblo Indians. Fueblo weaving can be traced 

back about twelve hundred years. (59, p.1) In the ruins 

of old k-'ueblo Indian buildings, rooms have been discovered 

which were definitely built to accommodate weaving 

apparatus. Those early k-ueb1os wore cotton garments with 
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colored borders, and decorations such as headbancls and 

belts in colored patterns. Tapestry weav1n was one of 

the methods usei in niak1n. these 1ecorations. The actual 

garments were in a p1-iin or basket weave. (5if p.32 9- 

3250) The techniques, looms, anti esins used by the early 

Pueblos before the arrival of thc Spaniards, have strong 

analogies with those of the early .&eruvians. In those 

pre-Oolumbian days, the use or cotton and the hair of wild 

animals was introduced in North imerica by the ±-ueblos. 

(54., p.3252) 

Much later the Navajo became acquainted with weav- 

inc; possibly after k ueblos, who fled to the Navajo 

country dunn: the Indian rebellion (1680-1692), visited 

that area. They made certain adaptations and gradually 

Navajo weaving developed independently.34 (59, p.1) 

Navajo 'eavi 

The Navajos first wove blankets to be used as 

robes. They were warm and "watertight" because of the 

close weave, the tightly spun yard, and the natural oil 
left in th wool. (17, p.12) 

3Navajo weavers have only practiced weaving the lit 
two centuries. \oven woolen garments were first 
mentioned in a Spanish document; it was about 
observations made not earlier than 1706. 
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The ¡nain products from Navajo looms were rugs and 

blankets, which later bec&ie the niain article of trade. 

Smaller articles such as saddle blankets, belts, -arters, 

and hair-cords were also made in th tapestry techniçue 

(54, p.3251), but since lßO, weavin has been mami: 

ru;s. (59, p.3-4) 

At first cotton was used, but after the Spaniards 

luported European sheep, wool was introduced. The Navajo 

weavers were the pioneers in the using of wool in the 

Southwest. The wool was handspun, used in natural colors 
or dyed with natural dyes as is stili done today. 

The uniforms of the Spanish soldiers (traded or 

obtaire from the bodies of their victims) were important 

sources of red and yeilo. The fabrics were ravelled, re- 
spun and used in the famous bayeta rugs. In l8O analine 
dyes were introduced, that resulte in giarin colors, 
unpopular aiiong the traders, and natural colors came into 
use again. (17, p.3-4) 

A primitive high warp leoni, discussed on page 14, 

was used, and a backstrap loom was used for the smaller 

articles. The beatin{: hack of the weft was done by means 

of a wooden fork. (7, p.464) 

Most of the rug designs used at the peak of Navajo 

weaving, (1850-i875) and to some extent those used today, 

have sorne symbolism. Desi,ns are very stylized and 
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geometric, and motifs are, for example, ìssoc1ated with 

rain, clouds, lightning or arrows. Even colors have their 
symbolism, ror example red represents the sun and blue the 

south. Many 01' the modern rugs, hoiever, are made to 

sell--they have no story to tell. eavers never duplicate 

a pattern e.aetly, &nd they will always deliberately iaake 

a mistake to avoid "the curse of errection--the appearance 

of rivallinß the handwork of the sods." (17, p.7) 

35 Various blankets and rues were made For exanpie, 

the so-called 'ohief blanket", one of the earlier blankets, 

was an adaptation of th& .ueblo shawls, but woven in wool 

instead of in cotton, and in the tapestry technioue. It 

as large enoujh to wrap around the body. (59, p.5-10) 

The 'slave blankets" were nade by Indians who were employ- 

ed as slaves to produce textiles tor the spanish families. 

Those Indians generally used their own methods. (59, 

p.21-25) The "poxioho blanket" with a center slit was 

used as an overcoat, and the smaller one as a shirt. The 

poncho was really a garment of' Peruvian origin, also used 

throughout exico, and Central America. (2, p.64) 

Some authorities classify the modern Navajo 

35The words were often used interchangeably; in fact, it 

seems as if Navajo blankets hecarae Navajo rugs in the 
late nineteenth century. 
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blankets (or runs) aceord1n to the type of desi,n, techni- 

clue varIation used. For example the pictorial blanket, 

made since about 1864 (43, p.18), shows human, aniinl, and 

bird designs. All efforts are made to make the designs s 

naturalistIc as possible. To avoid stepped lines where 

they would be undesirable, a few strands of cotton often 

are woven diagonally to the warp (apart from the actual 

weft), for example for the tail of an animal. These 

pictorial blankets are not very common. (59, p.28-31) 

The wedge-weave blanket is another example. After 

a section of normal tapestry .veavIng is completed, a wedge- 

like section in one color is started in the lower corner. 

One color area is completed at a time instead of using 

the traditional method of weaving the entire row. The 

weaving Is such that the weft threads are beaten down on 

the bias. The hypotenuse of the triangle lies obliquely 

to the normal weft direction; while the other two sides 

follow the side of the proposed fabric and the completed 

part, respectively. As illustrated in plate XIV À, the 

rows gradually become longer, including more varp threads 

each row. By means of this riiethod the warp Is also 

distorted as shown in Ilate aV B. By filling in the 

second color, this an1e is followed and the area Is 

woven up to a predetermined heiL ht. See Plate V C. 
The other color areas are woven in the same way, ending 
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Wedge Weave Navajo Blanket. 
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with another triangle. To obtain the wedge effect, the 

method is now reversed as illustrated in klate .V D. 
The distorted warp threads will really run at right angles 

to the welt and will cause an uneven selvage. 

It is uncertain why this method was preferred to 

ordinary tapestry weaving. It probably originated in 

order to avoid constant manipulation of welt strands of 

different colors. The method was popular in the period 

between 1880 and 1890, (59, p.42-45) 

Where the different color areas join (for Navajo 

weaving in general) most of the basic interlocking 

techniques are used, for example dovetailing, diagonal 

dovetailing, single welt interlockinç., as well as s1is 

and diagonal slits. (7, p.464) See Plates I, II, IV B, 

and. IV C. Dovetailin and single welt inter1ookLig aro 

often combined; the one at the one side and the other at 

the other side of a color area. 

Chirnayo Blanicets 

i group of spanish invaders who settled at 

Chimayo37, ket up the panish weavin art. The Indian 

36m1s was true of ru,s observed by the author. 

37A place about thirty Lilies north of Santa Fe. 
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fan111es of that area were slowly absorbed by niarrluge, but 

had no great influence on the weavin1; the ¿panish charac- 

ter remained dominant. (44, p.167-168) Unlike the Navajr 

weavers, they used a two-harnass tread1e-tyje loom, the 
first of which they brought with thorn from Europe. (7, 

p.452) They used cotton warì anu a rather loosely W0V8fl 
woolen welt. Their rugs were not as firm as the Navajo 

rugs and were more suitable as wrappings or bedeovers. 

Their designs were usually small, stylized and geometrical 

on a background of a basic color. (44, p.169-172) Dove- 

tailing was their way oi' joining color areas. (7, p.453) 

Guaternalan Tqpestries 

The Maya civilization can be traced back to the 

fourth century A.D. The people were highly cultured and 

settled in Guatemala. In the seventh and eighth centuries 
they moved to the Yucatan peninsula where they developed 

the second civilization. The Aztec civilization developed 

from Indian tribes that probably moved down from the 
northern part of America, arriving In Mexico in the late 

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. (104, p.2554-2564) 

ALIong these tribes various crafts were practiced, 
of which weaving was an important one. True Guatemalan 

weaving is representative of weaving done In the above 

mentioned areas. 
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Tapestry weaving was and still is used to some ex- 

tent in Guatemala, but is by no moans the most important 

weaving technique there. The tapestry teclmique is gener- 

ally used for belts, headbands (6, p.129-130), and the 

borders 01 some ponchos (61, p.72), but other techniques 

usefl for the same articles. The Chichicastenango 

men's blankets are also done in a tapestry technique 

(68, 2.7) 

arp intcr1ockin (ct ovetai1in) is widely used, for 

example in he Chichieastenanfo blankets. Characteristic 

of' these blankets are the checkerei bands which edge the 

main border motift. (68, p.?2) 

For the tapestry weavin in the borders of some 

ponchos, the use of the slit technique where the colors 

join is more cotunon than dovetailing. The slit technique 
is also preierred in the headbands. These cotton, or 

cotton and silk headbands show stripes in monochromatic 

tapestry weaviu, with motifs in the center. The actual 

weave for the latter is twill tapestry weaving. (66, p.72) 

Lila O'Neale described a roup of cotton huiples38 

which were made entie1y in monochromatic tapestry weaving. 

Some 01 thema showed. silk band decoration, woven in 

tapestry weave. (68, p.72-73) 

38 
overshirt, waistline or knee-length. 
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In comparison witx other weaves, the tSkeStry 

technique is not used too often in Guateiìa1a, and when ex- 
anp1es occur, they usually are in sì11 areLas. (68, p.73) 

The oiunak teehni.jue (weil known in the Near ìast) 
is orten used in Guatesaula, but in combination with other 

techniques to centuate siaall areas. (6e, p.75-76) It 
is possials that this might have been in soLle cases as in 
embroidery eohnique, put in by hand after the weaving was 

cop1e t, 
Chilkat Jeavinß 

These famous blankets were made by the Tlingit 
Indians 01 i1asku and kuet ound. They were worn by both 

sexes and their primary ue was a ceremonial robes. The 

Chilkat apron was e. blanket in miniature, sho:ing, as the 

b1nket, ths shape or a half circle of which the corners 
viere chopped off, and all had a fringe on the rounded sida. 

A very plain shirt was another garment worn by those 

Indians and was made in the saíne technique. (24, p.344- 

346) 

The weft thread used. was handspun from the hair of 

a do (found on Vancouver Island), in combination with 

stripped featLlers and the wool of a mountain goat. The 

latter fiber was dominant. The warp consisted ríainly of 

'threads" of the inner bark of the yellow-cedar tree, 
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covered with wool fibers. The warp and background weft 

were used in the natural fiber color, while the design 

thread was dyed with natural dyes. (24, p.331-337) 

They used a very primitive loom con;istixig mainly of two 

upridhts holding a broad cross-piece on which the blanket 

hung. 

The technique is described as "f iner weavin" be- 

cause the wert threads were laced in by hand. A painted 

board served as the oart:on. (54W, p.3250) The first row 

of a chilkat blanket shows the three-stranded twiet weave 

where the weaving was done with th'ea thread3, each of 

which crossed th other two, and in the process also two 

warp threads, to under the third. This techncua was 

probably borrowed frosa basket weaving. ven the actual 

weave used in the main part of the blanket is not true 

tapestry ;eaving, but a twilled weave done with two weft 

threads. The two waft threads enclosed e pair ci' arp 

threads before they were twisted once. In this way alter- 
nating pairs 01 warp threads were groupec in each 

successive row; thus giving the characteristic irregular- 

ity of the surface. single weft interlocking was used 

where two color fields joined. See Plate XV. Three- 

stranded plaiting, sewn In by hand afterwards, covers 

irregularities of the weave. (24, p.339-340) 
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The designs used consist mainly of the convention- 

alizecì parts of an animal, woven in different colors. 

George T. nons described it as follows: 

All the parts of the animal are repressnted, 
though the members have been sep aratod from 
their fellows and so distorted in order to 
meet the demands of the pattern that they 
are recognizable only by an expert. 
(25, p.69) 

The oye an:1 double eye nocifs tire the naaiii 

253) aoh Indian family had an eiblematic 

as uud as the basis for their blanket de 

p.69) Judging Irota existing pieces, thece 

still made late in the nineteenth century, 

this art disappeared. 

ones. (10, p. 

animal which 

signs. (25, 

blankets were 

tut tierafter 
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CHAPTER X 

CONTEMPORARY TAPESTRY WEAVING 

During the greater part of' the nineteenth century 

tapestry weaving as u cra1t was oÍ no importance In 

Europe. Only in the Near est, where traditional carpet 

weaving proceeded, and especially in eandInavIan countries, 

was tapestry 'eavIn, still an important art and in general 

practice. In fact, many technique varietions developed 

durinp, this period (as pointed out in the chapter on 

Scandinavian tapestry weaving); techniques which were 

later adopted 1'or contemporary tapestry weaving. 

Definite reasons lor the general revival 01 tapestry 

weaving in th twentieth century are difficult to formulate. 

It might have started as a revolt against £nachine made 

products. Perhaps it was only natural development; the 

search for soiethin new, something different has always 

been charucteritIc oi the human race. In this case they 

wanted something to replace easel paintings. The gradual 

change in architecture might have been another reason: 

The new materials used in today's architecture 
contribute to the development of a totally 
original style which reserves--again as in the 

Middle Ages--vast surfaces that invite decora- 
tion. From this has sprung the revival of 
frescoes, decorative painting, mosaic, glass 
work and especially tapestry--at the expense 
of easel painting. (61, vol. 12, p.19) 
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Big tapestries are used to break the monotony of large 

areas of bare wails; a tapestry is also a sorter element 

than a picture in combination with contemporary furniture 

in which straiht lines are dominant. 

ihatever the reason might have been, the art f 

tapestry weaving was revitalized by famous artists such as 

.Jean Luroat and Marcel Gromaire of France (63, p.62) who re- 

established a dyiiig Aubusson iaanufactory in the 1920's. 

Even government encouragement and financial help was not 

lacking; the Gobelins manufactory is today entirely sub- 

sidized by the rench government, Aubusson gets a partial 

subsidy (87, vol. 1, p.12), and, when the Belgium Govern- 

ment ordered five tapestries for the Belgium pavilion at a 

Paris e.thibition in the late 1930's, they insisted on a 

real revival in style. (10, p.10 

Contemporary tapestries are not meant to serve the 

same purpose as those 01 medieval times; the way ol living 

had changed so that they are needed as sound insulation 

rauher than as heat Insulation. The decorative aspect is 

the main concern today, and that, in coribination with the 

modern needs, are the inspiration for new forms and for 

the developmant or new techniques. The teohniue develop- 

ments are still in the experimental stage and t1ese 

techniques are considered variations of the traditional 

tapestry techniques. 
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Not only tapestries, but more kinds o1 wall hangings 

such as applique work, felt work, embroidered wall hangings, 

and pile rugs, to be used on the walls, are fashionable 

today. 

The contemporary trend in tapestries i not only 

towards many new technique variations, but weavers also 

borrow frona earlier techniques and tapestry desi'ns. A 

large percentage o1 conteiaporar y designers still Use the 

traditional method, but the trend is towards a looser 

weave; the warp threads are not completely covered as in 

meieval tapesties, but both the warp and the weft serve 

as decorative elements. (99, vol1 17, p.23) In this 
way a typical shaded effect, caused by warp threads of a 

light color, is obtained. 3onie weavers use warp painting 

if they want to eliminate this shaded appearance. (89, 

vol. 19, p.23) This method of not covering the warp 

entirely is more typicu1 of Aiierican and candinavian 

tapestries; tapestry weavers on the rest o1 the uropean 

continent and in England are more conservative as far as 

their techniques are concerned; while weavers of the 

Near ast are still practicing their traditional weaving, 

both in technicjue and design. 

Another tapestry variation which is often seen in 

products of the United tates, shows tapesty weave areas 
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combined with large ojOn ureas ;.ere the war» threads are 

not covered by the weft. (39, vol. 17, p.17 and 69, 

vol. 11, p.28) 

Apart from the mentioned trends, contemporary de- 

signers are borrowin from earlier teclinijues aria tapestry 

dasins. The influences of the widely studied Cotic 

(83, vol. 5, p.55) and early Peruvian tapestries are 

noticeable today (100, vol. 71, p.22), as well as adapta- 

tions made of primitive art. (11, vol. 13, p.32) 

Scandinavian tapestry techniques and. adaptations of them 

are also widely used. 

Generally speaking there is a tendency towards the 

use o1 subdued colors, with the interest obtained by means 

of licht and dark contrast. Those interestin shadow 

effects are due to the adaptation of the hatching technique 

and by not completely covering the warp threads. The 

variation of surface treatment, like texture contrast, 

and the combination of different fibers, add to the 

interest. (99, vol. 17, p.21) Materials such as jute, 

coarse wool, linen, dried plant materi1, and foreign 

material give interesting-, texture effects and charactr 
to the tapestries. 

'ue geometric, graphic, and abstract designs are 

used to sorne extent, but there is a noticeable preference 
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for irregular forms in soft lines. Designs from nature 

are by no means uncom.on, as proved by tapestry titles 
such as 9The 3un and the Moon", "Iater Birds", end "Blue 

Crane't. (39, vol. 17, p.14-19) 

Scandinavia 

While tapestry manufactories of most European 

countries were just bare1 functioning during the nineteenth 

century, Scandinavian, mainly iedih tapestry weavers, 

were very active in deve1opin'. their craft. Because they 

are ,eographically so close together, Swedish, Danish, and 

Finnish tapestry weaving eve1oped together, with 3wedish 

weavers leadinp in technique, and. the Finnish artist 

probably leading in design. Norwegian tapestries on the 

other hand, have kept their Gothic characteristics, because 

the Norwegians, after losing their independence during the 

Renaiesance, refused to adopt the art of their conquerors. 

They still prefer their desi'ns to tell a story and are 

usin the traditional b1ledvev technlLjue. (83, vol. 5, 

p. 56) 

Scandinavian countries have produced many weavers 

and designers, of whom the present are very active in 

developing a true twentieth century technique. The 

present developments were strongly influenced by the late 
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Marta Maas-Fjetterstro.r of Jweden. She undoubtedly was one 

or Sweden's greatest textile designers and, prior to her 

death in 1941, had her studio In Bastad. t first her 

deins were versions of the traditional Swedish design. 

Slowly, but sure1. , she departed from traditioimi desiL-ns 

and brought in creative imagination and superlative color 

ßense. She, for the rno$t part, simplified her designs and 

used br1hter, bolder colors Instead of the traditional 

subdued color tones. AS many great tapestry designers 

before lier, she also Í'elt that the design should be appro- 

priate for the particular tachnicue. Originally she used 

the true tapestry teclinljue where tua weft are completely 

covered by the warp, but at times she departed from the 

traditIonal technique and did not cover the warp completely. 

.ver since, this Liethod has caught on among contemporary 

deuincrs. apart from this variation, Marta Maas- 

rjeterstr&ii also used. tapestry-like techniques such as 

rlakan. 

or years her work was ahead of her time and over 

the head o th zwGrcg3 person, but gradually the public 

grow to appreciate it, and to adopt her techniques an she 

gained wide fame. Her work is now carried on by Barbro 

iTilson, Ami-Mari Torsberg an Marianne ?ichter. 

(2ß, vol. 16, p.21) 

The Marta Maas-Tjetterstrm studio was responsible 
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for the large tapestry which hanga In the Economic and 

Social Council Chamber of the Conference Bulldirir of the 

United Nations, It was des1ned by arianne 1chter and 

the weav1n was supervised by Mi'ta Maas-Fjetterstriiu. 
In order to give draping quality to this huge tapestry, 

the contemporary trend of leaving the warp partly exposed 

was used, an to join color areas, dovetailing was 

practiced. The varp iibs run crosswise in the completed 

tapestry. (9, vol. 4, p.10) 

Mother name connected with wedish tapestries is 

that of Ann-Man Hoke of a1ts1obaden; au interior 

decorator by profession but also a noted tapestry design- 

er. She studied weaving at the weaving school of 

Brussons where she became acquainted with the traditional 

Swedish techn1cues. Most of' her desins, although con- 
temporary, are meant to be made in these traditional 

technicues. In addition to Swedish tapestries she also 

has designed modern Gobelin tapestries for various build- 

ings. She uses simple designs and obtains interesting 
texture contrast by usin1.; the pile rug technique in small 

areas in coiubination with flat tapestry weavin. (95, 

vol. 8, p. 20-21) 

Two faírious Swedish textile authorities, both 
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teaching at Boras Textile Institute, are Ulla Cyrus39 and 

Mrt Ramsbek. They both have e wide 1owledge of 

3wedish textiles in general, but are especially known for 
their tapestry weaving. Miss Cyrus is practicing most of 

the traditional tecimiieì, while Miss Mrt. Ramsbck is 
f anious for rölakan tap estries and pile rues. Their in- 
fluence is widely spread; Arrierican weavers, for example, 

often study at th 3oras Textile Institute. (79, vol. 9, 

p .2/+-25) 

J3ittan Valberg, a $wedish weaver, came to the 

United States in 1956 to study trends in textile designs 

and to adapt thia to her own Scandinavian techniques. Her 

background includes work at the M&rta Maas-Fjetterstrm 

studio in Sweden, as well as textile studies in Italy, 
France, and Spain. She is particularly interested in rug 

weaving--both pile and tapestry rugs. The latter she 

weaves in Swedish teehnijues such as r8lakan and often 

In a "happy union of famous old French techniques with a 

contemporary Swedish design". (12, vol. 17, p.29) Very 

typical of her work is watt threads which do not run 

straight but rather are curves following the design lines. 

39Cyrus, Ulla, the author of "Manual of Swedish eaving. 
(18) 
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Mrs. Valb6rg is of the opinion that Swedish techni- 

ques can contribute to the art of t&pestry weaving, but 

the designs typical or Sweden should not be copied; other 

countries should develop a mode of expression typical of 

the weav1n heritage of their countries. (12, vol. 17, 

p.2-31) 
The techniques of Finnish tae3tries do not differ 

tuo much from those of 3weden, but the Tinnish fabrics are 

noticeable for their high quality of design. 

iva Anttila is a well known tapestry specialist 

from Helsinki. The iaain characteristics of her style are 

a strong linear niovement in the designs anJ muted colors 

with brilliant color accents. Romantic street and. moon- 

light scenes are among her favorite designs, as vQell as 

the folk tales of her country and biblical themes. (65, 

p.75-76) 

Martta Taipale is perhaps Finland's best known 

tapestry designer. Her work shows a definite Finnish 

expression and demonstrates the country's fee1in for art. 

As part of her education she attended the rt Institute 
o1 Helsinki, the elterhoff . eavin School in Haniee- 

lining, and she visited Italy and France. $lie uses a 

greet variety of yarns, from common tapestry fibers to 

the newest uietallic yarns. Her designs are untradition- 

al--she is enthusiastic about raodern art and she likes 
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brilliant colors. She pre)ares many of her cartoons by 

rnean of oil paints on \vood, and then transfers the cartoon 

to a piece 01 celluloId by pressing it against the wood. 

In weaving she uses a small cojth to beat back the threads. 

This treatment is neoessary because the waft rows are not 

straight; they follow the design lines. In order to get 

this effect, short rows are necessary to build up the 

wider parts of the design, and every now and then a long 

thread is thrown in to accentuate the curved effect. See 

Plate YIII. 

Most of Martta Taipale's tapestries, with their 

religious motifs, are woven for churches, and many have 

the appearance oi altar hangings. 

Her work has an earthy, primitive look which 
isn't earthy ja the borrowed sense as one 
who draws from African or early pagant (sic) 
art; rather, it has th primitive cuality of 

an unaffected approach to the serenar aspects 
of nature. (56, vol. 12, p.18-19) 

Poland 

The traditional Polish kilims described under 

peasant tapestry art, are still made today. The same 

techni]ue is usd, but the designs show contemporary 

adaptations of th traditional motif3. iliim3 Were 

originally used as rugs, but today are used as wall 

hangin;s, table covers, and bedspreads. The modern 
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Ki1im are lighter in weight and reversible. Generally, 

bri)ht colors are used, but they are co:ibined with darker 

tones and yarns in their natural colors. (60, vol. 11, 

p .61) 

The olish weaver, Krystyna 3adowski lives in 

Faranu, 3razil, but practices her native country's tradi- 

tional Kilirn weaving. She uses both the upright and 

horizontal 1oons, with usually a linen or heirip warp and u 

woolen weft. :3he prerurs the hard, hand.spun wool of 

o1and (which is better for tapestries anct takes dyes more 

easily than the Canadian wool she has to use). (2, vol. 

2, p.36-37) Her tapestries show mainly anizal, bird, and 

plant designs, all very stylized because of the Kilim 

technique which rouires squared lines in oraer to f orni 

slits. 

Yr n ce 

3ince the 1920's Jean Lurcat, and other French 

painters, had been searching for a medium in wall decora- 

tion 'that would link thera more closely to architecture'. 
40 

(83, vol. 5, p.4) Lurcat even made experiments in 

4iurcat was born in 1892. Gince the beginning of his 
career (1912) Lurcat was a painer; he started design- 
ing tapestries in 1915. 
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broiderie at on ti. Thcn hQ discovsred the great 

Gothic tajestries (at that tune iriored and considered 
unsoih1stieated), and he made a careful study of x.iedieva1 

tapestry art. He decided a tapestry designer must be 

acquainted with the actual tapestry technique, with the 
dyes, and with t1n technic1 posdbiiities of design and 

thread. Only then could he design a tapestry cartoon and 

not produce an easel painting. (83, vol. 5, p.4-6) 
The revival of Aubusson tapest:ies in the 1920's 

was mainly due to the leadership of Lurcat--he restorad the 

former í1ory oi the AUbUSSOn ractory. (3, vo].. 19, p.31) 
Due to econoiaie reasons rather oorse low warp tapestries 

had been produced in the eighteenth century, and they were 
bought mainly by provIncial churches. (62, p.340) Manu- 

facturers had also used numerous color tones, but Lurca 

cut tiem to thirteen. They now also use fort7-one kindì 

of wool. (76, p.78) The modern Aubusson factory Is 

partially subsidized by the government. (87, vol. 1, p.12) 

A great change in design has taken place, but, 

characteristic of Irench art, the woi is still souewhat 
conservative. with the exhibitions of their work in the 
early forties (1947 also in th United states) it was 

clear that contemporary Aubusson reached a new heiEht. 

The modern designs have an 8bstract juality, and the use 

of the light End shade aifect of hatching is slowly 
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winning the ri1d. 
41 

According to Professor Maingonnt, the saedieval 

tajiestry technique, and its revived for& in Auouson 

takestrids, have certain apparent differences. In the first 
place cotton waip is generally used in he niodern version. 
It prevents shrinkage and an unevri surtace so oÍten caused 

by the elasticity or the rornex woolen warp. Contuporary 
uhusson prefers the wool of the best Autru1ian crossbred 

sheep because th wool ha a more silky apjearanee thai 
xaost other Lype. As to the type of dye, krotesor 1iain- 

gonnat can see ro reason why irodern scicritific raethods 

cannot be used, even though sone colors still f&de. (48, 

p.22) The contenorary Aubusson teestries ar woven in 

the saiiie technijue as tney were hundreds of yeurs ago. The 

prepared cartoon is copied by the weaver ori a low warp 

loom, and in the linished product the warp threads are 

cop1ete1y covered by the waft. (87, vol. 1, p.12) 

In 1rnce, s In Scandinavia and inierica, tapestry 

weaving is not restricted to ractorias and to proLessional 

weavers. In fact, tapestry weavers can still bc found in 

every small village, just as in early timas. Many of them 

still practice the traditional French tapestry art, but 

41 . - Mainonriat, £rofessor Ei., is principal or The Ecole 
National d'Art Decoratif," an art center of Lubusson 
where school children attend two hours of class per week. 
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modern influences have l'ound their way even to these small 
villages. This is illustrated by the history of the fraily 
F].&sse Le Caisne. 

Jacues and. Bilou ilasse Le Ceisne as young artists 
both wanted to live close to the soil, and as a part of 

their philosophy they developed the manual skill of 

tapestry making. They took lessons froa the local weavers 

of villages and later installed themselves on a farm near 
Maintenon. Although they have not given up the tradition- 
al tec1mijues, like Lurcat they have adapted their methods 

to modern architectural needs. 

The tapestries of the faially klasse Le Caisne42 

show stylized animal, human, and plant raotifs, as well as 

graphic and abstract cesigns. Tacc1ues i-Classe Le Caisne 

obtains texture variation oy combining dirferent fibers 
such as wool, silk, and even gold and silver. Contrary 

to the general irenoh technijue, he somuetimries leaves the 
cotton warp visible because 'it supports and coxnplemnents 

the hue of the waft." (61, vol. 12, p.20) 

Their daughter Christine is also a weaver. In 1932 
Francois and i3llou had their first e1.hibition in 
kar1s, end Tacuas received the Blumenthal prize for 
design in 1940. 



.s Renco Moutard-Uldry says: 

It was inevitable thct the trend of our 
timas, new reuirements and inaterils, 
should inspire fresh concepts and methods 
in France, especially, where ingenuity in 
hand skills has always been inseparable 
from the genius of its people. (61, vol. 
12, p.20) 

England 
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. those of many other countries, English tapestry 
weavers aro also experimenting to find a "modern, practi- 
cal means 01' expression". (83, vol. 5, p.54) We find in 
$ootland a good ea.mp1e of the revival of arts and hand- 

crafts after Jor1d War II movement , "Workshops and 

studios Foundation Limitedt, has been 1aunche1, with the 

aim of provid1n e craft center to put products on the 

market on a sound and proper economic footing. 
The Dovecote Studios, home of the Edinburgh Tapestiy 

Company, were reopened after orld Ver II (1946). Actually 
the 3tudios were built much earlier (in 1910), but they 

were closed during VJorld ar I and II. It was the idea of 

Marquis ot Bute to open these studios, where Ronald 

Gruicksìiank is the present director. (23, vol. 10, 

p.22-23) 

The tapestries, woven on high warp looms, are in 

sizes suitable for homes, and are used for wall hangings, 

chair seats, chair backs and carpets. The director, 
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Ronald Cruioksliank (who is also the main artist and weav- 

in: expert), made a study o1 drawing, painting, and weav- 

Ing and has made nany experiments in tapestry techniques, 

the use ot color, and tapestry desi,nin. (23, vol. 10, 

p.22-23) The basic tapestry techniques, as used since the 

Gothic period and up to the nineteenth century in nglcnd, 

are also used by the ùovecote weavers. (83, vol. 5, 

p.54-55) 

The largest tapestry ever to be woven, was nade by 

the idinburh Company after it had been reopened. This 

piece, sixty-two feet lori and forty feet wide, rE1cuiring 

about fifteen thousand pounds of wool, was made to hanL 

behind the altar of the new cathedral of Coventry. (3, 

vol. 5, p.54) 

The tapestries of a young English artist, Gordon 

Crook, have been gaining interest. The artist considers 

them closely related to the art of painting, not because 

they reseiiible paintins, but mainly because they are 

framed like paintings and are not meant to be functional. 

Unlike many tapestry designers he does not Lind 

"naturalisrnT suitable in tapestry designs. Some of his 

designs are purely abstract, others, as "Little M00fl 

faced !3oy", show a definite Coptic influence. He obtains 

various effects by using a wide variety of yarns, and to 
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obtain eihasis, likes to use a dark color on a pnstel 
background. (83, vol. 5, p.55) 

The United States 

Many American tapestry weavers are eontributiri to 

the gradual change in woven tapestries. European weavers 

who hsve become United States citizens, are als o p1ayin 

an iniportant part in dovelopin th tapestry technique. 
The new trends mentioned earlier in this chapter are 

typical of contexaporary rierican tapestries, but on the 

other hand, iany ot the weavers stili use the traditional 
tapestry techniques, often drawing their inspiration 
rroin ancient. sources. 

Contrary to the ubusson and Dovecote nianul'actories, 

in France and ìcotiand, respectively, where trained weaver- 

ers produce the tapestries froiuì d8siner' cartoons, the 

weavers in the United itates are, to a large extent, 
individuals who design and weave their own tapestries; 
or, they ara organized in conparative1y small studios 

where the tapestries are woven wider close supervision of 

the designer. 

Tus naw trend towards a looser weave , where the 

warp threais ire not completely covered by the weft, is 
illustrated by the tapestries of designers such as 

Trude Gueronpruz and Kay ¿ekimachi. 
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Trude Guernaonprez, at present a resident of 

San Francisco, is an Austrian-Czech by birth and has lived 
in Finland, Sweden, Germany, and Holland before she came 

to the United states. She taucht weaving in varioas 

schools, such as the California School of Fine Arts, and 

is now a faculty member of the California College of Arts 

and Crafts in Oakland. 

In her teaching she tries to eliminate the earlier 
jractics of weaving, and emphasizes the possibilities of 

color and texture variations. She often weaves tapestries; 
a typical example of which is the framed piece, uCalico 

Cute', that hangs in her livin. room. In this piece she 

used woolen yarns in soft muted tones and the warp is not 

covered, givin; an apeararice of plain weave. Because of 

this technique she obtained a vaguely discernible shadow 

effect of the cat design. Her opinion is that a woven 

tapestry or wall hanging should not be dominant, it 

should be no more than "just a part of the room'. (90, 

vol. 19, p.27-31) 

Kay Sekiniaohi is another weaver using the saine 

technique as Trude Guermonprez. :he was born in 

San Francisco, studied at the California College of rts 
and Crafts in Oakland and the Haystack ioimtain school of 

Crafts in Liberty, IIaine. She taught weaving in various 

art schools in California. (64, p.45) After she stuied 
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with Trucle Guerraonprez in 1954, she discovered her own 

possibilities and began to create tapestries and other 

wall hangings. In her tapestries she uses a variety of 

material such as jute, wool, and linen (89, vol. 19, 

p.22), as well as silk. (64, p.45) In a tapestry where 

she used the new looser weave, she painted the warp yarns 

in those areas where she wishec to eliminate the shadow 

effect 01 the white warp. (89, vol. 19, p.23) 

Apart from th contemporary trend of not covering 

the warp entirely, she uses the more traditional techni- 

(lues, but, as she says: "I use traditional techniques 

modified for iay own personal needs." (89, vol. 19, p.22) 

Rather than using weft interlocking techniues she tries 

to obtain a more fluid effect by overlapping the weft 

threads and inserting extra weft threads, a technique which 

also expedites the weaving. (89, vol. 19, p.22) 

The tapestry weaver Claribel McDaniel of Carbon- 

dale, Illinois, is using modernistic designs, but she 

mainly practices the basic tapestry technicjues, often 

coabiing several in one work. She studied weaving at 

the University of 3outhern Illinois and is now doing most 

of her weaving. in her own stucio. 5he also practices 

other types of weaving, but during the last five years, 

tapestry weaving has been her main interest and the 
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products were usually Artearit to be wall hangings. 

In her first tapestries she used mainly geometric 

designs; then she became interested in bird-like forms, 

fantastic animals and building motifs. In her recent 

works she again has used geometric forris. Her tapestries 
have the traditional tapestry appearance where the warp 

threads are covered by the waft. (98, vol. 11, p.18-19) 

The trend towards borrowing froírL earlier tapestry 

techniçues and designs, is illustrated by the work of Saul 

J3orisov of New York. He originally was a painter and, 

while searching for a new way o expression, he bec&cae in- 
terosted in tapestry 'cveuving. (11, vol. 13, p.30-33) He 

made a study of' primitive arts, a'iong which was the 

Peruvian tapestry art. The influence ci' Peruvian tapestry 
design on Borisov's own stylized desixis, is obvious. He 

especially likes the keruvian weavers' way of thcorporating 

the slit technique into their designs. (loo, vol. 71, 

p.22-23) 

He works with a variety of materials such as hemp, 

rope, magney, beads, various woolen textures, and cotton. 

He makes only vague sketches because he works out his 

designs as he proceeds. His tapestries vary from heavy 

to thin, usually usable as rugs, wail hangings, or bed- 

covers. (11, vol. 13, p.30-33) 
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Â Portland ieaver, Ruth Clark, who Caine to the 

United ;tates from Norway In 1947, uses old Norwegian 

tapestries as inspiration for her wall hangings. She uses 

a siniple loom, a tapetr' fork instead of a comb, and even 

natural dyes such as boiled 1aves or va1nut he11s and 

cochnineal, with alucn as a mordant. Apart froiì the 

Norwegian designs, she also uses geometric patterns. Her 

Norwegian inspired tapestries all have the traditional 

tapostry appearane, but some of her pieces are of the 

transparent kind. Typical 01' this contexiporary trend, 

often u36d today, is the open spaces left by only cover- 

ing the arp threads of the design areas with weft, or by 

covering certain areas only partly with lacy stripes. 

(67, vol. 9, p.29-3l, 5!;) 

The latter tcohnîoue is also practiced by Lenore 

Tawney of chicago, who studied tapestry weaving with the 

Finnish aesianer Martt.a raipale. Lenore Tawney uses a 

variety of threads in one tapestry (39, vol. 17, p.15-16) 

and often combines in a tapestry, areas of shear weave 

with closer weave areas. (23, p.49) These areas either 

show only the warp threads with no wef t threads, or are 

"mesh or screen WOV6fl! to act as e background for a solid 

design. (39, vol. 17, p.18-19) Some of her tapestries 

are mounted ìnder glass or on colored wooden panels, and 
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others are lined with fabric. Open warp tapestries are 

meant to hang free in the center of a room, with a light 

behind the tapestry to accentuate the texture contrast. 

Lenore Tawney's tapestries show a preference for 

naturlistic designs like birds, flowers, and trees. They 

are all suitable for contemporary buildings. (39, vol. 17, 

p.14-19) 

Anong other weavers who have an important influence 

on conteLnporary tapestry weaving are Mildred Fischer, 

liee -dam, Sirkka Ahlskog, Franklin Colvin, Jan Yoors, 

an Jean Van Noten. 

Mildred Fischer studied textile design in Vienna 

and. at the Art Institute of Chicago; weaving. at Cranbrook 

academy of Art, B1ooinÍie1d Hills, Michigan, as well as in 

Finland, Norway, and 3weden. She has taught veaving in 

various schools. She weaves as an art expression, as she 

says: 

My ultimate concern in tapestry is to produce 
the well-crafted, pliable article that can 
mitigate the hard surfaces in modern archi- 
tecture, buffer sound, and temper the light; 
and which will maintain its own long- 
lastin enthusiasn on th well of a home, 
dormitory, office, church, hospital or 
school. (64, p.l) 

After a course in the school of' painting and 

sculpture at Joluinbia University, Alice dwns went to 

rance where she studied tapestry design at Aubusson. 
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Her tapestries show that she uses basically the tradition- 
al techniques, but with a diffcrent aproach. She 

obtains a textured effect on the right side of the tapes- 

try by using long loose stitches, such as are often found 

on the back of a tapestry. These 1onr stitches, different 

in lenp'th and running in all directions, çive a different 
character to her tapestrIes. Her des1czns are mainly 

abstract. (26, vol. 20, p.16-20) 

Sirkka hlsko was broußht up on a farm in Finland, 

lived in Sweden for seven ysars, and then came to the 

United States In about 1951. Tapestry weaving is her major 

field and, like Lenore Tawney, she also studiad with 

Martta Taipale of Finland. Her designs include abstracts 

and ?tidealized figure studiss', and a tapestry often shows 

a shadow eifect because the white warp is not completely 

covered. (80, vol. 9, p.3O-31) 

Franklin Colvin, like many other weavers, thinks 

that contemporary interior design provi'ìes great 

possibilities for the tapestry Idea. She does tapestry 

weaving mainly to please herself; she does not use 

cartoons but works directly on the loom, drawing inspira- 

tirni from the ordinary things of everyday life. She uses 

a variety of yarns, but irench mohair Is one 01' her 

favorites. Her designs show mainly strai(ht lines, 
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running in different directions to form blocks. (27, vol. 

15, p.26-29) 

Jean Van Noten is a Be1ian artist now living. in 

Englewood, New Jersey. Following the European tradition, 

he designs tapestries which arc woven by others. (8, 

vol. , p.42) 

Contrary tc the uropean customs, Jan Yoors, another 

Belgian artist now living in thc United ¿tatas (New York), 

designs and weaves his own tapestries. His wife and 

sister-In-law assist him with the weaving. They use a high 

warp loom without treadles, basically ne same as the 

medieval high-warp boni. They use only linen and woolen 

yirns, the latter of which tay dye thaaelves, using 

chemical dyes. Jn Yoors uses cartDJns, but usually only 

the outlines, except when he makes a cartoon for a 

client's apirovl. }Jis tap*3stries are noticeable for their 

monumental scale. Yors usea no excessive ornamentation 

in his deins, but. xather strongly drawn outlines. The 

colors anù actual desi;;n of the tapestries show very 

clearly his background--a lire amone the gypsies since 

the age of twelve. (81, vol. 5, p.lS-19, 51) 
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Plate XVI A 
Basic Techniques, 

as used in the woven tapestry--Plate XVI B 

4, 

11. 

1. Slit or Kilirn. 
2. Dovetailing. 
3. Single weft interlocking. 
4. Double weft interlocking. 



PLATE XVi B 

BASIC TECHNIQUES 
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PLATE XVii 

WEDGE \rJEAVE NAVAJ'O BLANKET 
ADA PlAT WN 
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1PLTE XVtH 

CONTEMPORARY TREMP 
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PLATE XX 

CONTEMPORARY TREND5 
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CHAPTER XI 

CONCLU3ION 

Except for some or the most recent trends there have 

been no irajor elmnges in the tapestry technique up to the 

present time. In studying the tapestry techniques, s1iht 
variations can be noticed, but basically the deíinition of 

a tapestry 3tll1 holds true: a tapestry is a firmly- 

woven fabric in which the warp threads are con1etely 
covered by the veft, and the wet t threads do not run from 

selvage to selvage, but only in the areas wh3re the speeif- 

ic color is needed. 

The varitior.ts mentioned are mainly in the way in 

which two weft threads are handled where they join. For 

this purpose the early igyptians and Peruvians used 

dovetailing or the Kilini (slit) technique. The usage of 

these methods can be traced in all tapestry weaving 

throu.hout the Middle ages and enaissance, and even 

after weft interlocking had been introduced in the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Two or more 01 the 

basic methods were often cobined in order to make the 

niost of a desipn, for example in the medieval European 

tapestries and the tapestries of the American Indians. 

Often only one technique was constantly used, and is 

today considered typical of a certain tapestry type or a 
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certain country's tapestry weaving. The Kilim rugs of the 

Near ast and tha io1ish Ki1is are good exaip1es of the 

latter; both show the use of only the slit technique. 

Definite technique changes did not really occur be- 

fore the twentieth century, but throughout the centuries 

additional technicjues, still qualifying us tapestry 

techniques, were added. Exaiuples of these are the shadow 

effect of medieval hatching (a feria or hicJi had been used 

by the Copte), the Norwegian toothing, and the different 

inlay techniques oí the Scandinavian countries. These 

technique variations developed along with the type of de- 

sign. As designs changed, techniques were chosen or 

developed to suit the design lines. The Kilirn rugs were 

based on squ&re and geoxietric designs, the slit technique 

was therefore chosen to eiaphasize the design lines; a 

serrated edge was required in the Norwegian tapestries and 

toothing was developed to obtain that effect; a neat 

junction was required in order to get a reversible piece, 

and the Norwegians chose single wef t interlocking in their 

klae weevin to give this effect. 

is clear from the study that the basic techni- 

ciues are still in use in contemporary tapestry weaving. 

The woven pieces o1 weavers like Jan Yoors, Ruth Clark, 

and Krystyna Sadowaki, as well as the work done by the 

.ubusson and Dovecote manufactories, prove this. Weavers 
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orten not only use the traditional tapestry techniques, but 
their designs also shov the influence of a certain period 

or country, for e.cakle the definite early peruvian ini lu- 

ence In Saul Borisov's designs. 

Plate XVI shows an exaiiple o1 tapestry weaving where 

four of the basic techniques of joining the color areas 

are corabined in one tapestry piece. 

Unusual tapestry techniques practiced in a specific 

country during. a certain period often offer design inspira- 

tion. Plate XVII shows how the Wedge weave technique, 

practiced by the Navajo weavers in the period between 1880 

and 1890, can be adapted for contemporary tapestry 'eavIng. 

A study of tapestry weaving offers Innwiierable possibilities 

in this espect. Techniques such as eccentric weaving of 

the early Peruvians; 3oumak weaving as used oy the Persian, 

Swedish and Guatemalan weavers; the twill tapestry weav- 

Ing of te Cashmere shawls, and the Norwegian toothing can 

all be adapted very successfully in contemporary ta;estry 

weaving. 

Scandinavian countries, mainly $weden, are arong 

the leading countries as far as contemporary tapestry 

weaving, and tapestry as an art Is concerned. Scandina- 

vlan influences are apparent, not only in the United 

States, but also in other parts of the world. Perhaps 

Sweden should be credited for the revival of tapestry 
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weaving In the twentieth century. There they deve1oed 

this craft during the nineteenth century while hardly any 

taatry weaving was pr&cticed elsewhere. The tajestry 
history of a fanous Swedish weaver 1i1e the le.te Mrtta 
Maas-Fjetterstrin shows bow she gradually changed from the 

trd1t1on&i to the eonteiuporry In taFestry weaving. She 

and her eonteiapor&rles were the first, rter the en'ly 
Peruvians, to use tue qpen war& technique. These 

"transparent tajestries vere actually deve1opd because 

of a shortage of material (3, vol. 5, p.56) and possibly 
to find, a way of e:peditin the coin.paratively slow weaving 

technique. 

Also othr trends Caine into use ainon 3wedish weav- 

ers cf the early twentieth century. The contomorary 

trends o1 not coverin, the warp completely, and of having 

the weft rows follow ths nain iesin lines rather than to 

be mra11el to one riother, were earlier in this century 

used by Gwedish weavers as pointed out in Chapter X. 

Plate XVIII ShOWS the author's adaptation of the latter 
trend. In the weavin'; process a tapestry fork, instead 

or a reed, has been used to beat back the weft threads. 

Lone and short rovis bave been comthined in order to build 

up the design and still have the fiLain weft rows follow 

the design lines. From tapestries examined by the writer, 

lt was olear that this technique had been used in earlier 
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tapestries such as Coptic pieces, medieval European and 

Norwe1en tapestries. In these cases the use was mainly 

to obtain smoother, rounded lines in small areas such as 

eyes, flower petals, and other rounded rorins, but in its 

oonemporarv use it is extended into larße areas. 

-1ute XL shows an adaptation of the medieval 

hatching technique, combined with open warp areas and the 

coiitenip orary trend of not covering the warp threads 

completely in the woven area. There the to colors join, 

single weft interlocking has been used in order to make the 

piece reversiole. These transparent tapestries should 

preferably be reversible as they are more effective when 

hanging free in a room; more like a room divider and not as 

a wall hang ing. 

Th tapestry weavers of the United States are also 

very active in developing a contemporary tapestry techni- 

que. i?ven niore so than the Swedish weavers, they are 

experimenting ana practicing the mentioned trends. True 

to he general opinion that a successful tapestry, showing 

real art, can only be mauc by those who have a knowledge 

of both desi;ning arid weaving, tapestry weaving in the 

iited tates is Liainly practiced by individual weavers. 
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Studios exist where weaving is done under supervision of 

the Laain designer, but there are no large tapestry 

industries as in the case 01 Aubusson 01. Jranee, and the 

Dovecote weavers of S.ot1and. 
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